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REVIEW

Methods to study organogenesis in decapod 
crustacean larvae II: analysing cells and tissues
R. R. Melzer1,2,3, F. Spitzner4, Z. Šargač4, M. K. Hörnig4, J. Krieger4, C. Haug2,3, J. T. Haug2,3, T. Kirchhoff4, R. Meth4, 
G. Torres5 and S. Harzsch4* 

Abstract 

Cells and tissues form the bewildering diversity of crustacean larval organ systems which are necessary for these 
organisms to autonomously survive in the plankton. For the developmental biologist, decapod crustaceans pro-
vide the fascinating opportunity to analyse how the adult organism unfolds from organ Anlagen compressed into 
a miniature larva in the sub-millimetre range. This publication is the second part of our survey of methods to study 
organogenesis in decapod crustacean larvae. In a companion paper, we have already described the techniques for 
culturing larvae in the laboratory and dissecting and chemically fixing their tissues for histological analyses. Here, we 
review various classical and more modern imaging techniques suitable for analyses of eidonomy, anatomy, and mor-
phogenetic changes within decapod larval development, and protocols including many tips and tricks for successful 
research are provided. The methods cover reflected-light-based methods, autofluorescence-based imaging, scanning 
electron microscopy, usage of specific fluorescence markers, classical histology (paraffin, semithin and ultrathin sec-
tioning combined with light and electron microscopy), X-ray microscopy (µCT), immunohistochemistry and usage of 
in vivo markers. For each method, we report our personal experience and give estimations of the method’s research 
possibilities, the effort needed, costs and provide an outlook for future directions of research.
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Background
Whereas crustacean embryos are popular study objects 
of developmental biologists (recent reviews, e.g., [1–7]), 
analyses on organogenesis in crustacean larvae somewhat 
lag behind (see Table 1 in companion paper [8]) although, 
for many decades, brachyuran larvae have served as distin-
guished models in the field of Ecological Developmental 
Biology (reviews [9, 10]). Larval development of decapod 
crustaceans embraces a wealth of fascinating ontogenetic 

processes that are well worth analysing. Many decapod 
crustaceans display a complex life cycle which includes 
pelagic larvae and in many subgroups benthic juvenile-
adult stages so that these organisms undergo a distinct 
niche shift during the transition from larvae to the juve-
nile phase (reviews [9–14]). Larvae develop by successive 
moults through a species-dependent number of larval 
instars and, in the absence of parental care, are adapted 
to developing in the plankton concerning aspects such as 
movement, nutrition, and sensing (reviews [11, 12, 15]). 
Larvae also feature a rich behavioural repertoire which 
allows them to respond to variations in environmental key 
factors such as light, hydrostatic pressure, tidal currents, 
temperature, salinity, and food concentration (reviews [10, 
16, 17]). In many decapod groups, after two metamorphic 
moults (reviews [18–21]), larvae eventually settle to the 
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benthos where juvenile growth into adulthood, reproduc-
tion, embryonic development, and larval hatching occurs.

Cells and tissues form the bewildering diversity of larval 
organ systems which are necessary for autonomously sur-
viving in the plankton ([11, 22–25]). As the larvae develop, 
their organs continue to grow in size and complexity. For 
the developmental biologist, decapod larvae provide the 
fascinating opportunity to observe a complete and complex 
organism on a single microscopic slide and the chance to 
analyse how the adult organism unfolds from organ Anla-
gen compressed into a miniature larva in the sub-milli-
metre range. Furthermore, several of the metamorphic 
processes are promising targets for future investigations 
by developmental biologists [22]. For example, the neuro-
muscular system of the pereiopods must be refined during 
the seemingly abrupt transition to functionality during the 
first metamorphic moult. Furthermore, as gas exchange 
switches from the branchiostegites in the Zoea to the gills 
in the Megalopa, the circulatory system must adapt to new 
routes of haemolymph flow. Contrary to holometabolous 
insects, for example, which in the pupal stage develop a 
cuticular armor to shield the developing organism against 
environmental impacts, such metamorphic transforma-
tions must occur “on the fly” in a planktonic larva that is 
constantly exposed to predation and must respond to abi-
otic environmental parameters.

This set of two papers sets out to summarise current 
techniques to analyse organogenesis in decapod crusta-
cean larvae. In the companion paper [8], we have already 
described the techniques for culturing larvae in the labora-
tory and dissecting and chemically fixing their tissues for 
histological analyses. Here, we continue with describing 
state-of-the-art morphological and anatomical techniques 
that are established for various decapod larvae. We will 
begin our account by describing techniques to analyse the 
outer larval surface such as macrophotography, imaging 
of the cuticular autofluorescence and scanning electron 
microscopy. Such techniques are not only suited to ana-
lyse the ontogeny of the general larval morphology but also 
ontogenetic modification of specific organs such as sensory 
setae and the ommatidia of the compound eyes. We con-
tinue with techniques to study the anatomy of individual 
organs at the tissue and cellular levels such as classical his-
tology, x-ray microscopy, immunohistochemistry and the 
use of cell proliferation markers.

Methods to visualise the outer morphology
Reflected‑light‑based methods: macro‑ 
and micro‑photography
Introduction
Reflected-light-based methods in the context of macro- 
and micro-photography (Fig. 1) allow the documentation 
of an animal’s general outer morphology, but also very 

fine details on the outer surface. These methods demand 
a relatively small amount of equipment and involve low 
costs (Table  1), but provide high flexibility in the setup 
without any destructive manipulation of the specimen. 
Reflected-light-based methods are essential for study-
ing the outer morphology of an animal, especially if true 
colour information is desirable. Providing a well-doc-
umented general impression of the animal is also use-
ful if the outer morphology is not the focus of the study. 
This allows a non-expert reader to gain an overview of 
the general habitus in high quality. One main advantage 
is the high flexibility of the method as it can be applied 
using nearly all kinds of microscopes, but also macro-
photographic setups. The limitation of magnification 
depends on the used optics. For generating consistently 
sharp high-resolution images, single images in x-, y-, and 
z-axis can be combined with freely available or low-cost 
software.

Description of the method
Specimen preparation Fixed specimens (e.g., in etha-
nol) should be photographed directly in the fixative, oth-
erwise delicate structures such as antennae or fine setae 
will agglutinate. These fluids of course should not contain 
particles that may obstruct the specimens. Small glass 
blocks can be used to adjust and fix the specimen in the 
desired orientation, and coverslips on top of the specimen 
(with glass blocks or plates as spacers to the bottom of 
the container and fixed with small weights such as screw 
nuts) will prevent movement. In principle, all kinds of 
containers such as Petri dishes or plastic containers filled 
with coloured silicone, e.g., in black or white are useful. 
If the specimen is very bright or dark, a black or white 
background can cause too low or too extreme contrasts. 
In these cases, it can be helpful to use a grey or blue back-
ground (the latter should be decolourised during image 
post-processing).

Setup Reflected-light-based imaging can be applied 
with nearly all types of microscopes or macro-setups. In 
all cases, light is one of the most important factors. Sev-
eral light sources should be arranged around the speci-
men to avoid shadows, which may hide details or suggest 
false-positive details (e.g., [26]). To avoid reflections caus-
ing strong artefacts and for enhancing colour-contrast, 
cross-polarised light can be used. To that end, polarisa-
tion filters could be mounted in front of the light sources 
and in front of the objectives (e.g., [27]). If the polarisation 
filters are rotated about 90 degrees to each other, nearly all 
reflections should be obliterated.

Micro‑photography A microscope equipped with a built-
in camera and reflected light is useful (Fig. 1d), but not 
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Fig. 1 Macro- and microphotography, and autofluorescence-based imaging of decapod larvae (see section "Reflected-light-based methods: 
macro- and micro-photography" and "Autofluorescence-based imaging"). a Macrophoto of a Carcinus maenas Zoea IV using the camera setup 
shown in panel e) (M. Hörnig, unpublished). b1, b2 Autofluorescence image of a Carcinus maenas Zoea IV mounted on a microscopic slide in 
ethanol and cover-slipped using modelling clay as spacers (F. Spitzner, unpublished). The image was taken using a Nikon Eclipse 90i upright 
microscope (excitation 359–371 nm; emission 379 nm; see panel d equipped with a digital camera. Image b2 was black-white inverted using image 
processing software. Note that more details of the setae on the exopods of the maxillipeds are visible. c Two-channel image of Zoea 1 of Xantho 
poressa combining brightfield image with chlorophyll autofluorescence in the intestine after feeding with diatoms (red) (modified from [33]). d Fully 
motorised upright fluorescent microscope Nikon Eclipse 90i (image S. Harzsch). e Macrophotographic setup (image M. Hörnig)
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necessary. For usual transmitted-light microscopes, sev-
eral light sources, such as gooseneck lamps or even flash-
lights (making the system more mobile), each equipped 
with polarisation filters, can be arranged around the spec-
imen for illumination. For capturing images, a simple ocu-
lar camera can be used (such as Scopetek DCM 510). It 
is unnecessary to use cameras with high resolution since 
this factor is mainly limited by the objective lenses and 
single images can be stitched together (see below).

Macro‑photography There are several ways to build up 
a macro-setup. Here, we refer to a custom setup widely 
used by the authors (Fig. 1e). The specimen in Fig. 1a was 
photographed with a Canon 70D reflex camera equipped 
with a Canon MP-E 65  mm f/2.8 1–5 × macro lens. To 
enhance the magnification beyond the maximum mag-
nification of the objective, close-up rings are used (for 
example bridging a total of 86  mm distance in the case 
of Fig. 1a). Illumination is provided using a Canon MT-
24EX Macro Twin Lite. Flash heads are fixed to tripods 
and arranged on two opposite sides close to the specimen. 
Flashes and objective are equipped with polarisation fil-
ters for cross-polarised light. We use linear filter foils the 
brand of which does not matter, and we have even used 
polarization foils removed from old flatscreen monitors 
and this works well. The camera is mounted on a repro 
stand with an additional macro slider/focusing rail, with 

the lens pointing downwards. The additional macro slider 
allows a more precise adjustment of the camera position 
and can be useful to photograph a specimen from differ-
ent angles, e.g., for generating stereo anaglyph images.

Composite images To enhance the field of view and 
generate consistently sharp images in high resolution, 
recordings of several single images in z- and/or xy-axis 
can be taken and subsequently fused/stitched together 
([28]; Table 2). For macro-setups, a table with fine drive 
in all axes (scanning stage) is highly recommended (e.g., 
dismounted from discarded microscopes). Z-image 
stacks can be fused to achieve consistently sharp images 
using free or low-cost software, such as ImageAnalyzer 
or Combine ZM/ZP. The fused images can subsequently 
be merged in x- and y-axis, e.g., with Photoshop (Photo-
merge) or Microsoft ICE (Table 2).

Additional comments
Due to the high flexibility of a custom setup, it can be 
adapted for many approaches without any manipulation 
of the specimen and to variable specimen sizes. This is 
especially important for very rare collection material, as 
well as fossil specimens ([26, 29–31]). As in principle, 
not much equipment is needed (Table 1), it is relatively 
easy to build up transportable setups for, e.g., collection 
material that cannot be transported. Macro-setups can 
be tuned to magnifications in a range close to those of 
light microscopes (e.g., see Fig.  1a, photographed with 
a macro-setup) for specimens of even less than 1  mm. 
Problems due to movements of specimens immersed 
in fluids result in strong artefacts in z-stacks. Hence, a 
proper mounting (without manipulation) of the speci-
men is necessary, but sometimes challenging. This holds 
also true for floating particles (dust) especially when 
working with high magnifications (here, filtering of 
the fixative can improve image quality). Even by using 
polarisation filters (and also diffusers), reflections cannot 
always be eliminated, which may cause strong artefacts, 
especially in fused z-stacks. This can be avoided by using 
fluorescence-based methods if the specimen exhibits 
autofluorescence or has been stained with a fluorescent 
dye ([27, 32]).

Autofluorescence‑based imaging
Introduction
The autofluorescence of the crustacean cuticle, without 
any staining, can be well used for documenting the outer 
morphology of a specimen (Figs. 1b1, b2, 2; [27, 32]). As 
compared to reflected-light-based methods, there are 
a number of differences, namely, that the contrast can 
be significantly enhanced, and that many fine details of 
the cuticle can be made visible (Fig.  2). In this aspect, 

Table 1 Summary of speed (from slow* to fast****) and costs 
(from rather cheap € to rather expensive €€€€) of the methods 
presented in this paper

Some methods are much more time consuming than others: **** hours, *** 
one day, ** several days, * several weeks. The costs of reagents summarises 
necessary chemicals: € < 10, €€ < 100, €€€ < 500, €€€€ < 1,000. The costs of lab 
instrumentation summarises standard equipment such as orbital shakers, ovens 
and microtomes: € < 500, €€ < 5,000, €€€ < 10,000, €€€€ < 20,000. For the imaging 
equipment, some analysis is possible with rather simple microscopes, but more 
sophisticated instruments (such as a confocal laser scanning microscope) can be 
rather expensive: € < 2,000, €€ < 20,000, €€€ < 100,000, €€€€ over 250,000.

Speed Costs of 
reagents

Costs of lab 
instruments

Costs of 
imaging 
equipment

Macrophotography **** € € €
Autofluorescence 

microscopy
**** € € €€/€€€

SEM ** €€ €€ €€€€
Micro CT *** € €€ €€€€
Paraplast histology ** €€ €€€ €/€€€
Semithin histology ** €€€ €€€ €/€€€
TEM * €€€ €€€€ €€€€
Immunohistochem-

istry
** €€€€ € €€/€€€€

Proliferation markers ** €€€€ € €€/€€€€
Nuclear dyes **** €€ € €€/€€€€
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it will allow access to morphological structures that are 
also well recognisable in scanning electron microscopic 
(SEM) images, but much faster and without the neces-
sity of the work-intense, partly destructive methods. This 
allows, for example, to use this method for rare and his-
torical specimens. Additionally, also internal structures 
can be made visible without staining the specimen, for 
example, muscles, parts of the nervous system, or the 
digestive system. Similar to reflected-light-based meth-
ods, composite imaging (Table  2) will be necessary to 
overcome limitations in depth of field and field of view. 
Often, the same principle setups as for reflected-light 
based methods can be used. This allows a combination 
of the methods into one image. In many cases, autofluo-
rescence, for example, is not very good for documenting 
projecting setae. Therefore, the same structure can be 
documented in addition to transmitted-light methods 
for gathering details of the projecting setae (e.g., differen-
tial interference contrast (DIC), polarisation contrast, or 
darkfield; [32], their Fig. 4f ).

Not only the crustacean cuticle shows autofluores-
cence, but also plant cells do. For example, chlorophyll 

autofluorescence has been used in analyses of feeding 
experiments. For about 15 to 20  years, it is known that 
early zoea stages, which for a long time were thought to 
be exclusively carnivorous, also feed on phytoplankton 
such as diatoms. Tanković et al.  [33] have detected and 
visualised chlorophyll in the intestine of Zoeae with the 
fluorescence microscope and even quantified the num-
ber of diatoms. This is possible because early Zoeae are 
transparent. In their paper, the authors visualised and 
measured chlorophyll fluorescence in unfed (control) and 
fed Zoea 1 stages of Xantho poressa, and determined the 
number of diatoms ingested by the animals. That way, 
they also visualised the intestine of living larvae (Fig. 1c).

Description of the method
Setup As pointed out, most setups used for reflected-
light-based imaging can also be applied for autofluores-
cence-based methods, with nearly all types of micro-
scopes or macrophotographic setups. The main important 
factor for achieving fluorescence is a reliable set of filters 
and a sufficient amount of light that is evenly distributed 
(as for reflected-light setups). For microscope setups, the 

Table 2 Selected examples for image processing software

Freely available Operating system Comments

General image processing
Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Inc.) Microsoft Windows; macOS; Linux

CorelDRAW (Corel Corporation) Microsoft Windows; macOS

FIJI/ImageJ Yes Microsoft Windows; macOS; Linux Open source, extremely variable in options, 
various plugins available [153]

GIMP Yes Microsoft Windows; macOS; Linux Open source [157]

Stacking (Z‑Stacks)
Zerene Stacker (Zerene Systems LLC) Microsoft Windows; macOS; Linux

Image Analyzer (MeeSoft, Michael Vinter) Yes Microsoft Windows MultiFocus plugin [158]

Combine ZM/ZP (Alan Hadley) Yes Microsoft Windows

Stitching (X‑/Y‑AXIS)
Adobe Photoshop (Adobe INC.) (photomerge) Microsoft Windows; macOS; Linux Photomerge plugin “Interactive Layout” only 

available up to CS5

Microsoft Image Composite Editor (ICE) Yes Microsoft Windows

3D imaging/3D reconstruction (μCT, CLSM, sectional image stacks)
Amira (Zuse Institute Berlin; Thermo Fisher 

Scientific)
Microsoft Windows; macOS; Linux

Imaris (Bitplane) Microsoft Windows; macOS;

VGSTUDIO Max (Volume Graphics) Microsoft Windows; macOS; Linux

Drishti (Ajay Limaye) Yes Microsoft Windows; macOS; Linux Open source [159]

SPIERS (Palaeoware; Mark Sutton, Russell Gar-
wood, Alan R.T. Spencer)

Yes Microsoft Windows; macOS; Linux Open source [160]

Microscopy Image Browser (MIB; Electron 
Microscopy Unit, University of Helsinki)

Yes Microsoft Windows; macOS; Linux [161]

Blender (Blender Foundation) Yes Microsoft Windows; macOS; Linux Open source; Postprocessing 3D Models, 
Surface visualisation [162]

Osirix (Pixmeo SARL) Yes, in lite version macOS
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simplest illumination is coaxial (built-in) fluorescence 
light. Yet, for microscopes that lack such a built-in option 
and for macro-setups, it is possible to simply use several 
gooseneck lamps or focusable torches as well as LEDs. The 
cheapest available filters are the coloured foils of anaglyph 
glasses. The most readily available ones will be red-cyan 
foils, but it will in principle work with any type of ana-
glyph glasses or in general complementary filters. The fil-
ter with the colour with the shorter wavelength (e.g., cyan) 
has to be placed in front of the light sources; the filter with 
the colour with the longer wavelength (e.g., red) has to be 

placed in front of the lens/objective. As complementary 
filters are used, the light directly reflected from the speci-
men will be blocked, only the newly emitted (fluorescence) 
light will pass the filter. Autofluorescence-based imaging 
requires longer exposure times due to the low intensity of 
the emitted light. Therefore, it is especially important that 
the specimen is properly fixed in place and will not move 
during the documentation. Sometimes it is necessary to 
document the specimen with different exposure times as 
some areas exhibit strong autofluorescence while others 
show rather weak autofluorescence. If only one exposure 

Fig. 2 Different examples of images of decapod crustacean larvae recorded with autofluorescence as described in section 
"Autofluorescence-based imaging" (images not to scale); epifluorescence images except for e). a Isolated mandible of a late larva of Homarus 
gammarus (modified from [163]). b Late Zoea of a false sand crab (Hippidae), ventral view (modified from [164]). c Maxilliped of late Zoea of 
a false sand crab (Hippidae; modified from [164]); note the well apparent muscles. d Compound eye of late Zoea of an anomalan crustacean 
(modified from [165]). e Zoea of an undetermined brachyuran crab, lateral view, confocal laser-scan microscopy (C. Haug, J. T. Haug, unpublished). 
f Mouthparts of a Megalopa of a brachyuran crab (C. Haug, J. T. Haug, unpublished). g Part of gizzard of an anomalan Zoea (modified from [165]). h 
Uropod of an Eryoneicus of a polychelidan lobster (modified from [30]). i Central body of Phyllosoma of an achelatan lobster; note the well apparent 
nervous system and midgut glands (C. Haug, J. T. Haug, unpublished)
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time is used, some areas will appear overexposed while 
others are barely visible. The images documented with 
different exposure times need to be combined during 
image processing. In addition, more complex setups with 
structured light can be used for recording images under 
autofluorescence. This includes the now more common 
confocal laser scanning microscopy (cLSM; [34]), but also 
microscopes with a spinning disc/Nipkow disc and poten-
tially also other types such as light-sheet microscopes. The 
main advantage of all these setups for autofluorescence 
imaging is the reduction of scattered light.

Image processing The general processing of the recorded 
image stacks is the same as explained above for reflected-
light-based methods. However, the resulting composite 
images require some further post-processing (Table  2). 
Images documented with autofluorescence-based meth-
ods often have a colour tinge. This may either be the result 
of the colour of the filter in front of the lens/objective; or 
it may be the result of a colour artificially added via the 
software of the microscope. The latter is initially intended 
to show which dye has been used to stain the documented 
specimen, e.g., in histochemical studies. However, as the 
specimens are not stained for autofluorescence imaging, 
the colour is meaningless in this context. This is in general 
true for all cases in which only a single channel is used, 
which means if only the intensity of a single dye is shown. 
In these cases, the artificial colour makes the image 
unnecessarily dark, especially when red or blue is used. It 
is therefore either recommended to switch off the pseudo-
colour function of the microscope, or, if this is not pos-
sible, to later desaturate the image with image-processing 
software. The desaturated images, or the images originally 
documented as grey-scale images, need to be further pro-
cessed to optimise their histograms, resulting in the use of 
the entire range.

If the images have been recorded with a true colour 
camera, the results might be very different. First, a single 
excitation wavelength can lead to several different emis-
sion wavelengths. This becomes especially apparent when 
you photograph under UV light ([27], their Fig.  4j; [32] 
their Fig.  4b–d). Furthermore, in many cases, distinct 
post-processing is necessary to remove the last remains 
of scattered light ([35]). In those cases, in which the 
specimen has been documented two times in the same 
position, but under different light settings or different 
exposure times, the two composite images can be further 
virtually combined, which provides comparative results 
to high dynamic range (HDR) recordings as used in mod-
ern cameras (e.g., [36]). When structured light is used for 
recording an image stack, a different set of programmes 
has to be used to process the stack. Most importantly, 
images will not be fused, but simply be projected into 

a single layer ([27]). Alternatively, such images can also 
be used for producing three-dimensional models or also 
simply stereo anaglyph images [27]. With the appropriate 
type of image processing, also non-structured light can 
be used for such approaches ([27, 37]).

Additional comments
Autofluorescence-based imaging has similar advan-
tages and disadvantages as those mentioned above for 
reflected-light-based imaging (Table  1). Most critical is 
the light intensity and the deletion of scattered light to 
achieve the best possible contrast. Therefore, autoflu-
orescence-based imaging under macro-photographic 
settings always demands a larger amount of light, while 
micro-photographic settings usually have a sufficient 
light intensity due to the built-in light sources. It is also 
necessary to provide a dark surrounding to reduce the 
scattered light, either by darkening the entire room or by 
an enclosed chamber around the microscope. In some 
cases, already a simple cardboard box might be helpful. 
As the exposure times are relatively long, no movement 
of the specimen should occur. Also, removing dust par-
ticles is crucial as these often show a larger fluorescence 
than the specimen and hence strongly disturb the image. 
Finally, especially the post-processing as described above 
is necessary for highly-contrasted and sharp images.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
Introduction
Compared to light microscopy, scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) has at least one essential benefit: 
very high magnification at excellent resolution (overview 
in [38]; Figs. 3, 4). This holds for both, studying surface 
morphology and inner organisation. Since the objects 
are opaque under the SEM, an inspection of internal fea-
tures, however, is not possible without dissection ([39]) 
or freeze fraction ([40]). In addition to the high resolu-
tion, the SEM is outstanding in its tremendous depth 
of focus, which particularly at low magnifications is a 
great advantage because, compared to time-consuming 
3D image processing, researchers get it almost for free. 
The high resolving power of SEM has been used in lar-
val descriptions including very small and sophisticated 
species-specific features that can hardly be detected 
under the light microscope (e.g., [41–45]). SEM is also 
a method of choice for analyses of morphogenetic pro-
cesses during larval development, for example, the devel-
opment of the external morphology of larval mandibles, 
their shape, armature, and setation ([46]) or the morpho-
genetic changes from newly hatched and adult caprellids 
(skeleton shrimps; [47, 48]). In this respect, correlative 
studies combining SEM with semithin histology or trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) are very helpful, 
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since thorough information about minute structures can 
hardly be obtained by using only one of these methods 
(see below). Other morphogenetic changes during lar-
val development that can be studied with SEM are, e.g., 
stage-specific analyses of antennae, mouthparts, and 
limbs including also appendage Anlagen under the pleon 
(Figs.  3, 4). To use the invaluable power of the SEM to 
understand the three-dimensional morphology of the 
inner organs, the specimens to study can be dissected 
or deliberately broken in both, wet and dried state, to 
expose its inner organisation. This way, fixed, dissected 
and opened organs can be mounted on SEM stubs to 
study, e.g., gastric mills or other cuticular specialisations 
of the foregut and hindgut [49]. An excellent method to 
study soft tissues with the SEM is Tanaka-fraction [50, 

51]. Here, freeze-fractured surfaces are processed with 
an osmium-DMSO-osmium method that allows for 
SEM-imaging of cracked surfaces and even intracellular 
structures. Scanning electron microscopy of this kind 
can provide important information in combined studies 
using various imaging techniques, whereby its resolving 
power is much higher than that of µCT.

Many researchers will find it challenging to prepare lar-
vae of a total length of only 500 µm adequately for SEM 
studies. We, therefore, summarise here some handy hints 
and tricks on how to solve the task that we used success-
fully in the past decades. Optimal fixation procedures are 
essential (see companion paper [8]). For SEM studies, 
various preservation and preparation techniques must be 
applied to conserve the integrity of the form and surface 

Fig. 3 Scanning electron microscopy (see section "Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)"). a Accessories for critical point and chemical drying 
(image R. Melzer). a1 Microporous capsules, self-made specimen holders (Eppendorf tubes with plankton mesh to ensure liquid exchange and 
prevent loss of larvae), small glass test tubes, and cut-off bases of test tubes to be inserted into microporous capsules. a2 Different types of holders 
and vials for chemical cleaning and drying. a3 Mounting of specimens: self-adhesive carbon stickers, empty SEM specimen stubs, specimen 
stub with carbon sticker, specimen stub with “Leit-C-plast”, stub forceps, and two stubs with mounted and gold-sputtered specimens. b Higher 
magnification of specimen stub with cleaned, dried Zoeae of Porcellana platycheles before sputtering (image R. Meyer, R. Melzer). c “Zoea garden”: 
Zoea 1 of Panopeus chilensis. d–f SEM pictures of Zoea 1 of Panopeus chilensis, viewed from anterolaterally (d), dorsally (e) and ventrally (f) (R. Meyer, 
R. Melzer, unpublished)
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of whole or partial larvae. In most cases, good preserva-
tion requires some effort, as it will depend on the fixa-
tives, and also on the shape and stability of the study 
object. For example, shrimp larvae may need different 
manipulation than brachyuran larvae.

Description of the method
Cleaning the larvae In our experience, a freshly hatched 
Zoea, or one directly after ecdysis is ideal for SEM exami-
nation. Why? Because it is clean from epibionts such as 
bacteria and it is undamaged. However, sometimes it will 
be necessary to study older larvae that have been actively 
feeding or have spent some time in the natural habi-
tat. These larvae may have particles or bacteria sticking 
to their surface. To remove such particles there are two 
options the first of which is a careful mechanical clean-
ing (with devices such as micro brushes or eyelashes glued 
to toothpicks) but care needs to be taken in order not to 
damage the animal’s delicate surface. The second option is 
chemical cleaning for which different methods are avail-

able, for instance, using hydrogen peroxide,  H2O2, accord-
ing to Boyde [52]. Incubate the larvae in ethanol in a small 
dish, adding one or a few drops of  H2O2. Small bubbles 
will develop on the surface of the specimen and ascend in 
the fluid indicating that the cleaning is on the way. After 
10 or 20 min, after a refill with a little bit of  H2O2, the lar-
vae will be cleaner.

Drying and mounting After fixation and maybe remov-
ing surface particles, the most challenging part of produc-
ing a good SEM specimen begins, the drying and mount-
ing. The first method suggested here is chemical drying 
with hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS [53–55]; mind the 
toxicity of this reagent), which has also been established 
for crustaceans [56]. The specimen is incubated in HMDS 
in a small dish that is covered with a glass plate, but leav-
ing a little space to allow HMDS evaporation overnight. 
Sometimes, setae or other small appendages may stick 
together during this process. A variation of this method 
is drying several larvae in HMDS mounted on an SEM 
stub. Note however, that the orientation of the speci-
mens on the stubs will be random. The second method 
is the classical critical point drying (CPD). For larvae or 
small arthropods in general, this approach is tricky. For 
CPD, the specimens need to be placed in some kind of 
vial or specimen holder, and after drying, they have to be 
retrieved again from the vials for mounting on SEM stubs. 
For slightly larger larvae, this problem can be solved by 
using microporous capsules, available in different pore 
sizes for every type of CPD device. They are permeable 
to fluids such as acetone or liquid  CO2 and allow for a 
very good CPD. However, it is often difficult to retrieve 
the specimens after this process and remove them from 
the capsules after drying, since they might get stuck at the 
inner surface of the capsules. These are made of micro-
granules and thus have a rough instead of a smooth inner 
surface. An eyelash mounted on a toothpick can be used 
for this job. In case the samples are electrically charged, 
an anti-static gun (e.g., Milty Zerostat III®) can be used. 
Small Zoeae I or even parts of them need a more sophis-
ticated setup. Usually, we use the lower part of test tubes 
as miniature containments for the specimens. For this, we 
cut off the tips of small glass test tubes (their diameter 
must be smaller than that of the microporous capsules) 
and place them into the capsules. Then, using a pipet, we 
put the specimens in drying acetone into the tubes, close 
the capsules with the lid, and insert the capsules as usual 
into the dryer. Because this procedure requires many and 
long liquid exchange steps, much practice is needed so 
that, with patience and a large supply of larvae, the suc-
cess rate will improve. The amount of larvae available for 
achieving a perfect orientation is certainly an issue. A 
high number of specimens is important to increase the 

Fig. 4 Scanning electron microscopic image of Zoea 1 of Goniopsis 
pulchra, viewed from anterolaterally (modified from [166])
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chances to get some of them oriented perfectly. This is 
relatively easy with first stage zoeae, of which hundreds 
can be available from a single egg-carrying female but way 
more difficult with megalopae when only a few are avail-
able after longer periods of larval rearing (see companion 
paper [8]).

Imaging It is relatively easy to obtain chemically dried 
larvae randomly arranged on an SEM stub. However, 
specific orientations of the larvae or even parts of them 
on the SEM stubs are required to study them in detail. 
Chemically or CPD-dried larvae stick well to the tips of 
eyelashes, glued to a toothpick, and can be transferred 
to the SEM stubs where they can be carefully oriented 
on self-adhesive carbon stickers to the desired position 
[41–45]. For larger specimens, a special holder that allows 
exposing the specimens at various angles can be used [57, 
58]. Afterwards, the specimens are ready for sputter coat-
ing with gold and inspection under the SEM. For more 
background on preparation techniques, consult refer-
ences [59, 60].

Additional comments
Researchers that use camera lucida or photo-based draw-
ings [61–64] to describe larval stages, probably will not 
approve of larval descriptions based on SEM alone. Lar-
val descriptions (e.g., for taxonomy purposes) must pro-
vide a standardised presentation to show the appendages 
always in the same orientation in a way that correspond-
ing features are visible and can be compared between 
taxa. However, if the technique is well executed, cor-
responding views can be obtained using both drawing 
and SEM approaches. This double approach needs a lot 
of time, effort, practice, and financial resources (Table 1). 
Yet, it is fascinating to apply SEM on a larva, or other 
small crustaceans, to use the resolution of this imaging 
device. With this technique, differential diagnoses can be 
more detailed than using light or fluorescence micros-
copy, and minute species-specific features can be visu-
alised that otherwise would remain undetected. In our 
view, the most powerful application of the SEM is the 
analysis of morphogenetic changes of the larval eidon-
omy (externally visible structures as opposed to anatomy, 
internal structures) during development, since changes 
during development can be detected at very high resolu-
tion that are not visible with other methods (see [46] for 
an example).

Methods to study the internal anatomy
Specific markers for cell nuclei
Introduction
Observing a live, moving Zoea under a fluorescence 
microscope with every nucleus shining blue after a 

vital stain is a fascinating sight. In the following, we 
will show that it is rather easy to obtain a larval whole 
mount with cell nuclei stained, dead or alive (Fig.  5). 
Common nuclear markers that can be used for the tech-
nique are, e.g., DAPI® (4′,6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole), 
TO-PRO-3®, and SYTOX Green®, each covering a spe-
cific section of the spectrum of light (reagents available, 
e.g., from Sigma, Thermo Fisher). DAPI absorbs light in 
the UV (358 nm) and emits in the blue part of the spec-
trum (461  nm), SYTOX® Green has a maximum exci-
tation wavelength at 488  nm and emits at 523  nm, and 
TO-PRO-3® is active at longer wavelengths (excitation 
at 642 nm, emission at 661 nm). These stains are univer-
sally used in many different fields of biosciences, but until 
now, they are not very common in studies of decapod 
development.

Description of the method
For vital stains, we recommend a protocol originally 
designed for Chaoborus larvae (Diptera) as described in 
[65], and subsequently used for Zoeae [66]. Larvae are 
kept in small vials in sea- or freshwater (depending on 
the natural habitat of the animals), and then a few drops 
of DAPI stain solution (ca. 1 mg DAPI in 10 ml distilled 
water) are added. After an incubation period of between 
30  min to 1.5  h in darkness, the nuclei are stained and 
the larvae can be studied under the microscope. Where 
appropriate, 7% of magnesium chloride can be used to 
anaesthetise the larvae.

Chemical fixation of the larvae can be done either 
before or after staining. Unstained chemically fixed lar-
vae should be incubated in the fluorescence marker 
shortly after fixation since otherwise, the staining rea-
gent will penetrate less well as the tissues’ biochemical 
composition becomes modified due to the action of the 
fixative. As fixatives, almost all formalin or ethanol-based 
mixtures like formalin-seawater or graded ethanol series 
can be used (see companion paper [8]). For imaging, the 
fixed specimens are mounted in an aqueous mounting 
medium suitable for fluorescence studies. Several compa-
nies such as Sigma or Thermo Fisher offer fluorescence 
media that already contain DAPI in an adequate concen-
tration into which freshly fixed larvae can be embedded. 
After incubating larvae for ten to 30 min in these media, 
the nuclei of the specimen will also be stained with DAPI.

Additional comments
In cell biology and histology, fluorescent nuclear stains 
are commonly used as background stains for immu-
nofluorescence labelling experiments that use specific 
antibodies. They help to understand the architecture of 
the studied organs in multichannel fluorescence analy-
ses. Moreover, these stains can be used for nuclear and/
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or cellular pattern analyses (e.g. [66]). We recommend 
employing this technique routinely as a primary tool in 
developmental studies of decapod larvae to study, e.g., 
the number and size of nuclei in certain organs or the 
presence or absence of clusters of densely accumulated 
nuclei, viz., of embryonic cell clusters. We consider it a 
worthwhile but scarcely used approach, e.g., to find out 
whether these clusters, similar to insect “imaginal discs”, 
provide the source of morphogenetic waves of mitoses 
that bring about new components of the body during 
moults or during metamorphosis from Zoea to Mega-
lopa. In addition to nuclear stains, there is a wealth of 
other fluorescent markers that allow to directly label 
organs that have hardly been used for larvae. For exam-
ple, labelling tissue with phalloidin conjugated with a 
fluorescence marker was employed to study embryonic 
muscle development of crustaceans (review [1]) and may 
now be used for developmental studies on larvae.

An oldie, but still a goldie—classical histology
Introduction
Classical histology is used to study biological tissues to 
describe an organism’s microscopic anatomy and has 
acquired major importance since the development of the 

microscope in the 15th–16th century [67]. A detailed 
morphological and anatomical visualisation of tissues 
can be achieved by this technique at the micrometre 
scale which is essential for functional, comparative, and 
developmental studies of all organisms. Furthermore, 
using differential staining methods allows to character-
ise complementary histological features of the selected 
organs. Despite its long history and numerous compet-
ing techniques, such as micro-computed tomography or 
immunohistochemistry (see other sections of this paper) 
to analyse tissues, classical histology may still be seen as 
the gold standard and a frequently used approach to ana-
lyse tissues of adult crustaceans (summarised in Table 2 
in [22]; see also [68–71]). Especially for small animals, 
this approach allows gaining insights into anatomical and 
morphological structures by sectioning whole specimens 
where other preparation or dissection is virtually impos-
sible. To this day, serial sectioning of entire specimens is 
an approach regularly used to investigate morphology, 
anatomy, and development of decapod crustacean larvae 
(summarised in Table 1 of the companion paper [8]).

We summarise here the principal steps required from 
a living larva to a histological image. Classical histol-
ogy is generally characterised by a suite of the following 

Fig. 5 Fluorescence microscopy of specific markers for cell nuclei/DNA (modified from [66]) of Zoea 1 of Palaemon elegans (see section "Specific 
markers for cell nuclei"). a Two-channel analysis, dorsal view. a1 DAPI-stained nuclei, a2 bright field image. b Details of pleon and telson. b1 
DAPI-stained nuclei, b2 bright field image, b3 SEM. Note: all pictures, including SEM (b3), are from the same specimen
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processes: (i) preparation, (ii) fixation procedure, (iii) 
dehydration and embedding, (iv) sectioning and stain-
ing, and (v) imaging session [72]. Steps (i) and (ii) were 
already described in the companion paper [8]. However, 
processing for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
using chemical fixation needs various additional steps, as 
will be detailed in the following, most of which are less 
important in solely light microscopic analyses. In gen-
eral, microtomy (the technique of cutting an organism or 
single tissue into thin sections to allow for further obser-
vation under a light or electron microscope) determines 
the quality of tissue analysis because the thickness of 
the single sections and thus the resolution of the sample 
is defined by this step. Several modes of microtomy are 
classified in accordance with the section thickness, the 
microscopic technique, or the used microtome [72], for 
example: (1) histological sectioning (2–10 µm; Fig. 6); (2) 
semi-thin sectioning (0.25–2 µm; Figs. 7, 8, 9); (3) ultra-
thin sectioning (50–150 nm; Figs. 10, 11).

Histological sectioning based on paraffin wax (e.g., 
Paraplast®) embedded tissues presents a rapid and effi-
cient technique to observe the overall tissue organisa-
tion. A rotary microtome is needed which is a standard 
piece of equipment in many histology and pathology 
labs. Followed by classical staining techniques, such as 
haematoxylin–eosin (HE) or Azan, it offers a conveni-
ent way to examine samples and differentiate larval organ 
systems, even with the simplest bright field light micro-
scopes (see Table  1). Unstained histological sections 
can also be used in a variety of studies including in situ 
hybridisation or immunohistochemistry. Because clas-
sical histological sections are thicker (2–10 µm) in com-
parison to the other techniques, this method provides 
an additional aspect of “depth” in the z-direction and a 
better insight into the coherence of tissues. Moreover, the 
reagents used in histological sectioning mostly are less 
toxic (and expensive) and therefore safer to work with. 
For the analysis of the internal morphology of marine 
crustacean larvae and juveniles, we also obtained excel-
lent results by using histological semi-thin sectioning 
(section thickness of 1–1.5  µm) of whole specimens in 
combination with bright field microscopy. This technique 
needs a higher quality microtome and profits from the 
use of expensive diamond knives (see Table  1). Because 
the specimens have to be embedded in plastic resins, it is 
more time consuming than the former technique. Serial 
section series obtained with these techniques can be used 
to perform 3D reconstructions.

The transmission electron microscope (TEM) is one of 
the mightiest (and most expensive) imaging devices in 
life sciences with a resolution that by far surpasses that 
of light microscopic methods surveyed here and, there-
fore, allows to analyse ultrastructure in great detail. This 

technique is therefore fundamental to understand the 
cell’s ultrastructure including type, morphology, and dis-
tribution of the organelles and the cytoskeleton, and also 
helps to identify the cells responsible for the secretions 
(reviews, e.g., in [72, 73]). However, the process from the 
larva to the TEM image is complicated, time consum-
ing and needs expensive chemicals and machinery (see 
Table  1). Hence, one should carefully consider whether 
the method is needed for a specific research question. For 
example, features such as the number of cells in an organ 
or analyses of the segmental organisation, or muscle fibre 
projections can be also unveiled with easier and faster 
methods than TEM. Nevertheless, whenever the devel-
opment of minute structures such as sensilla, ommatidia, 
glands, synaptic connectivity in nervous systems and, in 
general, differentiation processes on the cellular level are 
to be studied, the TEM is the right method at hand (e.g., 
[74–76] for sensilla in general, and [77, 78] for crusta-
cean larvae). Two main preparation techniques are used 
in TEM studies, the first is based on chemical fixation 
and represents the standard (see Table 1 in the compan-
ion paper [8]), whereas the second is based on cryofixa-
tion and is more sophisticated (surveys [72, 73, 79–81]). 
Cryotechniques circumvent some of the artefacts of 
chemical fixation, but are mainly useful for very small-
sized specimens or objects in the 10-µm range. However, 
if cryofixation works, more detailed analyses, a higher 
resolution than with the standard protocol, and therefore 
even analyses of macromolecules are possible [82]. As 
Zoea larvae are indeed very small and include numerous 
minute structures, this approach should maybe be used 
more often, especially because high-pressure freezing 
extends the range of suitable specimen size into the reach 
of Zoea larvae or parts of them. A simple method that 
does  not need costly equipment and can be established 
in any laboratory is described by Steinbrecht [83]. As the 
authors of this paper are not experienced in cryo-TEM, 
we will focus on the standard technique here.

TEM analyses using chemical fixation procedures are 
intricately connected with their sister technique, the 
semithin sectioning combined with light microscopic 
analysis. The latter approach originally was an aid to 
approach the region of interest in a specimen embed-
ded for TEM, instead of making countless ultrathin sec-
tions. However, in times of serial 3D reconstructions, it 
has become a powerful tool as well (e.g., [84]). Here, the 
principle of reciprocity is also valid, because the qual-
ity of a 3D reconstruction based on semithin sections 
will improve when intermittent ultrathin sections are 
checked in the TEM to confirm what is ”really seen” with 
the light microscope. That way, it is possible to access 
where the real borders between organs are located or 
what the real functional specifications of a cell or a group 
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of cells might be. However, various studies are using only 
one line of morphological evidence (e.g., SEM), to make 
statements about, for example, sensillar functions. Many 

studies would profit from adding TEM analyses to SEM, 
because the crucial structure–function relationships of 
sensilla can be better analysed by TEM since cellular and 

Fig. 6 Paraffin histology and Azan staining of a Carcinus maenas Megalopa (see section "Description of method: paraffin embedding, sectioning 
and staining (Azan)" for details). a: horizontal section of a Megalopa (Z. Šargač, unpublished). b Higher magnification of the compound eye (Z. 
Šargač, unpublished). c Leica RM 2145 rotary microtome for paraffin sectioning (image S. Harzsch). d Various tools for paraffin embedding (image 
Z. Šargač). e White embedding cassettes combined with Bio-Wraps (image Z. Šargač). Cc: crystalline cone, ce: compound eyes, cs: cardiac stomach, 
dg: digestive gland, la: lamina, mb: median brain, me: medulla, lo: lobula, pl: pleon, rh: rhabdom
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dendritic ultrastructures have to be considered. There are 
even sensilla that are not visible at all under the SEM [77, 
78].

Description of the method: paraffin embedding, sectioning 
and staining (Azan)
Paraffin embedding Prior to fixation, living larvae should 
be anaesthetised by a short exposure to low temperatures 
(see companion paper [8]). Before applying this method, 
animals must be immersed into the fixative and differ-
ent appendages should be dissected (e.g., rostrum, dorsal 
spine, or limbs) for better penetration of the fixative into 
larval internal tissues (see paragraph on “fixation” in the 
companion paper [8]). We frequently used Bouin’s fluid 
(i.e. 40% formaldehyde, 5% glacial acetic acid, 2% satu-
rated aqueous picric acid) to preserve the animals. Ani-
mals completely immersed in the fixative should be stored 
at 4 °C for at least 24 h. The larvae are then removed from 
the fixative and different methods can be applied for easier 
fluid exchange, depending on the size of the larvae. Larger 
specimens can be transferred into labelled vials and solu-
tions can be exchanged using pipettes. However, for small 
larvae such as those of Carcinus maenas, we recommend 
using white embedding cassettes (Routine VI, Loose, Leica 
Biosystems; Fig. 6d, e) combined with the SurgiPath® Bio-
Wraps (Leica Biosystems). White embedding cassettes 
are great tools to save time and reagents because differ-
ent samples can be marked separately with a pencil on the 
cassette itself and placed together in one beaker (Fig. 6d). 
To apply this technique, cut Bio-Wraps as squares to 
overlay the whole area of the embedding white cassette, 
with one centimetre extra on each border of the cassette 
(Fig. 6e). Place the larvae in the embedding cassette and 
close it with the lid merged with Bio-Wrap in a way that 
there is a surplus of the Bio-Wrap on each border (Fig. 6e). 
This technique presents an excellent substitute during 
solution exchange and washing on the orbital shaker since 
Bio-Wraps are permeable for solutions. Moreover, larvae 
do not stick to the wrap which thus prevents the larvae to 
wash through the pores of the cassette during the wash-
ing steps with agitation. Once the larvae are placed in the 
cassette, start the dehydration process of the samples by 
submerging them in ascending ethanol concentrations: 
70%, 80%, 90%, 99% for 1–2  h in each step (we recom-
mend four different concentrations, but additional steps 
with other concentrations could be added) at room tem-
perature with moderate agitation (e.g., using a laboratory 
orbital shaker). Note that the first ethanol step (70%) can 
be repeated several times until all fixative is removed. For 
instance, in the case of Bouin’s fluid, washing in 70% etha-
nol should be repeated until there is no trace of yellow 
colour leaching out. Especially for larger samples, wash-
ing steps can be extended to ensure successful dehydra-

tion. During all the washing steps cover the beaker with, 
e.g., aluminium foil or Parafilm® to minimise the evapora-
tion of the washing solutions. After the last ethanol step, 
submerge samples in a mixture of Tetrahydrofuran (THF) 
and 99% ethanol (ratio 50:50) and leave samples at room 
temperature overnight with medium agitation. Tetrahy-
drofuran is an intermediary medium that is completely 
miscible with paraffin and potential residues of water in 
all proportions. Its use ensures the complete removal of 
water which results in a successful embedding in paraffin. 
An advantage of THF is that its vapours are much less toxic 
than other compounds that were widely used in the past 
such as dioxane (diethylene dioxide). After 24 h, exchange 
50:50 THF + 99% ethanol solution and wash larvae for 
another 6 h on a shaker. Afterwards, place the samples in 
clean THF and leave overnight at room temperature with 
medium agitation. During this step, heat paraffin gran-
ules to 60  °C using an oven or other heated chamber to 
ensure good fluidity of the paraffin for the next day. We 
use Roti®-Plast with DMSO (Carl Roth Gmbh + Co. KG) 
granules but any other commercially available paraplast 
brands for histology can be used (note that melting tem-
peratures might vary). Incubate samples in the mixture 
of THF and paraffin (ratio 50:50) in a 60 °C oven and let 
this mixture infiltrate overnight. After infiltration of the 
mixture, remove the larvae from the embedding cassettes 
and transfer them into a fresh change of melted paraffin. 
Considering the viscosity of paraffin, during this step, it 
is recommended to remove the larvae from the cassettes 
and put them directly in marked glassware filled with pure 
paraffin (for better mixing with paraffin and easier embed-
ding later). In order to do so, pick up the cassettes with the 
larvae from 50:50 THF + paraffin (wearing gloves), open 
the cassettes, and pick the larvae with a plastic pipette (if 
paraffin is still liquid) or scrape them with forceps as the 
paraffin solidifies. Optimise this technique based on the 
size of the larvae and fluidity of the 50:50 THF + paraf-
fin solution. It is important not to touch the specimens 
directly and minimise the surplus solution uptake during 
this step. Pure paraffin series can be exchanged several 
times until the smell of THF is gone to be certain that the 
samples are in clean paraffin. Because paraffin hardens 
quickly at room temperature, these exchanges need to be 
done in the heated chamber promptly. When the samples 
are in pure paraffin, they are ready for embedding, and 
we recommend not to keep for longer than a day in this 
medium. Prior to embedding, metal base moulds (Carl 
Roth + Co. KG, 52 × 35 × 11 mm outer part, 23 × 36 mm 
inner part; Fig. 6d) need to be warmed up to 40 °C. Pre-
pare an alcohol burner and heat a dissection needle. Due 
to the fast hardening of paraffin, these next steps should 
be completed quickly and preferably by two persons (one 
person heating the needle and smoothening the surface 
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of the paraffin and the other pouring melted paraffin and 
positioning samples). The first step is to pour melted par-
affin into the warmed-up embedding mould so that it 
covers most of its area. Using a pipette, place the sample 
into paraffin while positioning it centrally at the bottom of 
the mould. We recommend arranging two to three larvae 
close to each other without direct contact for easier sec-
tioning afterwards. Larvae can be positioned as desired 
using hot metal tools such as needles with gentle move-
ments as the paraffin is hardening. Smoothen the surface 
area with a hot dissection needle to ensure that the paraf-
fin remains liquid. Remove the lid from the embedding 
cassette and press the cassette into the metal mould onto 
the melted paraffin with the bulging part facing the liq-
uid paraffin so that it flows through the pores of the cas-
sette. Add more melted paraffin to the top brackets of the 
embedding cassette. To ensure a good attachment of the 
paraffin to the cassette as it solidifies, it is important to 
remove any residual bubbles at the top area close to the 
pores by using a hot needle and pushing these bubbles to 
the surface of the paraffin. Residual bubbles in the solid 
paraffin can cause the sections to rupture or can result 
in breaking the sample during sectioning. Leave the pre-
pared moulds to solidify at room temperature (for faster 
solidification, place moulds in the fridge). When the paraf-
fin is completely solid, cut it between the metal and plastic 
border (e.g., with a razor blade) and carefully separate the 
metal embedding mould from the embedding cassette. If 
a bad attachment of the samples occurs, place the whole 
mould again in the 60 °C chamber until the wax is liquid 
again. Remove the old embedding cassette carefully with-
out disturbing samples at the bottom of the mould and 
repeat the steps using a new plastic embedding cassette. 
A hot dissection needle can be used again to rearrange the 
samples as desired.

Histological sectioning Prior to sectioning using a rotary 
microtome (e.g., a Leica Microtome RM2145), a heating 
plate needs to be warmed up to 40 °C. Mark the cleaned 
microscope slides and warm them up on the heating plate. 
To decrease the water surface tension for an even distri-
bution of water on the slide, place a droplet of glycine on 
the slide and spread it equally over the whole slide (e.g., 
using a paintbrush). Before sectioning, trim the solidified 
paraffin block with a razor blade in a trapezoid shape to 
reduce the surplus paraffin medium around your speci-
men. The blocks may be cooled for better trimming [85]. 
Make sure that the steel blade on the microtome is new 
and without any damage or physical scars to avoid sec-
tion ruptures during sectioning. Position the block onto 
the microtome holder as desired and start trimming the 
block until the sample becomes more visible. Preserva-
tion in Bouin’s fluid stains the samples with yellow col-

our, and since the yellow Bouin’s fluid penetrates deep 
into the tissue (especially if some appendages are cut), 
the yellow stain will not disappear completely. This gives 
the advantage during sectioning on the microtome that 
the samples can be easily identified in the paraffin block. 
Traces of the fixative will be dissolved in the later steps 
after sectioning, during the washing steps on the slides. 
However, extremely tiny or transparent samples such as 
those fixed in PFA (which do not leave a colour trace of 
the fixative) can be stained prior to the embedding in par-
affin. The most widely used solutions for this are toluidine 
blue, cresyl violet, or a low graded iodine solution (0.5–1% 
in ethanol after the final dehydration step; see previous 
chapter), where a drop of one of these solutions for a few 
seconds on the sample enhances the contrast between 
the sample and paraffin block. Once the sample is get-
ting closer to the blade, switch to fine sectioning for the 
desired section thickness (good results can be achieved 
in a range of 2–10  µm). Pay special attention when the 
first tissue appears. Additionally, since the larvae of some 
species are extremely small, you can ensure the proper 
starting point of the sampled tissue by checking the sec-
tions under a microscope. When the first sampled tissues 
appear within the block, put water drops on the previ-
ously prepared heated slides and place sections onto the 
water surface. Since paraffin sections stick to each other, 
usually 3–5 sections (depending on the dimensions of the 
trimmed block) can be sectioned in a row, allowing for a 
better orientation of consecutive sections. A paintbrush, 
previously soaked in water, can be used to detach the sec-
tions and place them on the slides covered with water. As 
the heated water evaporates, the paraffin sections stretch 
and eventually stick to the slide. Note that transferring the 
sections from the blade to the slides is a tedious process 
and different techniques can be applied to achieve this 
goal es exemplified in reference [85]. Before the histologi-
cal staining, the slides must be dried and can be stored at 
room temperature in a dark and dry place covered with 
aluminium foil for several months, or placed in the same 
way at 4 °C for even longer storage.

Staining and  mounting Once the sections are dried 
on the slides, any desired histological stain can be used. 
Numerous dyes (acidic or basic) are available and can 
be used for staining, depending on the tissues or cells 
of interest. For an overview of the sample and revealing 
the general tissue anatomy, complex mixtures such as 
Periodic acid-Schiff reaction (PAS), Masson’s trichrome, 
van Grieson, Azan, Mallory, etc. (reviewed in [67, 72, 
85, 86]) can be used for larvae as exemplified in [23]. In 
principle, all stains used in analyses of adult crustacean 
histology such as, e.g., the popular trichromatic Mas-
son–Goldner stain [87–90] can also be applied to sec-
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tions of larval tissues (reagents are available, e.g., from 
MORPHISTO®). These methods complement each 
other and allow to analyse different cellular features of 
a given organ. A highly recommended compilation of 
staining techniques specific for crustaceans is available 
[85]. A differential analysis of an organ’s histology using 
different stains can be complemented by immunohis-
tochemistry (see below) to specifically localise cellular 
components such as elements of the cytoskeleton or 
transport proteins. In the following, we will elaborate 
on the Azan staining technique after Geidies [72, 86] as 
an example to describe steps that typically character-
ise a histological stain, and which we have successfully 
used to reveal different tissues on the paraffin sections 
(Fig. 6a, b). This formalin-free trichrome stain offers a 
great overview of the tissue, where extended washing of 
the samples with water does not affect the staining itself 
[91]. Azan staining differentiates connective and reticu-
lar tissues (blue), cell nuclei and erythrocytes (red), and 
muscle tissues (red–orange).

To save time and volume of exchange solutions, the 
slides can be placed into slide holders and stained 
together in one tray. The staining process starts by 
washing the slides with the attached sections in xylene 
for 10 min to remove the paraffin from the sections 
and to clear (i.e. make transparent) the tissues (any 
other clearing agent, such as the less toxic Roti-Histol®, 
can be used to remove the paraffin from the sections). 
Transfer slides into 99% iso-propanol and submerge 
them for 5 min to remove the xylene. Incubate slides in 
a descending alcohol series (we recommend a minimum 
of three steps: 96%, 80%, 60%) for 5 min in each concen-
tration to rehydrate the samples. For thicker sections 
or bigger samples, more intermediate steps could be 
added, such as 90% and 70% (both for 5 min). Submerge 
the slides in distilled water for 5 min and afterwards 
incubate in a nuclear fast red solution for 30  min for 
selective staining. Dip the samples into distilled water 
and transfer them to 5% phosphotungstic acid to incu-
bate for 5 min. Phosphotungstic acid in the dye mixture 
provides sufficient mordanting and also ensures the 
right acidity (pH: ~ 2–3) necessary for good results with 
the aniline blue-orange G mixture. Immerse shortly in 
distilled water and place slides into aniline blue-orange 
G solution for 10 min to stain collagen, reticular fibres 
and muscles. Clean the slides by shortly dipping them 
into distilled water, then incubate in 60% ethanol, next 
in 80% ethanol, and finally leave them in 96% ethanol 
for 5 min each step. Submerge slides in 99% isopro-
panol for five min and then incubate slides in xylene 
for at least 5 min to remove potential paraffin resi-
dues. Remove the slides from the xylene, dry them out 
on paper tissue and by using a piece of tissue carefully 

remove any residual xylene drops on the slide without 
touching the sample. After the xylene has entirely evap-
orated (after a few min), mount the slides immediately 
with 150  µl of Roti-Histokitt II (xylene-free polymeric 
mounting medium) per slide. Carefully cover samples 
with coverslips avoiding any bubbles and let the slides 
dry for at least 24 h at room temperature. Prepared dry 
slides can then be stored at room temperature in a dark 
and dry place and can last for years or even decades.

Description of the method: plastic embedding, semithin 
sectioning, and staining with Toluidine Blue and according 
to Holländer and Vaaland
Embedding in  plastic resins We obtained good results 
(Fig. 7) with larvae fixed in FAE fixative or Bouin’s solu-
tion (see section on fixation in the companion paper [8]). 
Because of the high toxicity of the fixatives and embed-
ding media, all embedding steps need to be carried out 
under a fume hood. After washing the specimens in three 
changes (20 min each) of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; 
0.1  M, pH 7.2, 1.8% sucrose), the larvae are post-fixed 
for 1  h by immersion in 2% osmium tetroxide at room 
temperature. The specimens are then washed in three 
changes (20  min each) of PBS. Afterwards, the samples 
are transferred to 30% acetone and dehydrated through 
an ascending series of acetone (in concentration steps of 
10%) to 100%. The dehydrated samples are transferred 
using micro dissecting needles in Eppendorf® plastic 
tubes filled with a 1:1 mixture of acetone and Araldite 
(Araldite® epoxy resin kit, Agar Scientific). Initially, the 
plastic tubes are left closed for 3 h and opened for 20 h 
afterwards. The completely soaked samples are then 
transferred into small glass dishes (embryo dishes) filled 
with 100% Araldite using micro dissecting needles. Also, 
the embedding blocks are filled with 100% Araldite. When 
preparing the embedding medium, the surplus of the liq-
uid and unpolymerised 100% Araldite can be drawn into 
plastic syringes and stored frozen (− 20 °C) until further 
use. To ensure the best quality of Araldite, the syringes 
need to be defrosted at least 1 h before use and should be 
defrosted not more than three times. To avoid and remove 
air inclusion within the specimen and in the corners of the 
embedding blocks, heat the glass dishes with samples and 
embedding blocks to 60 °C for 15 min and subsequently 
expose them to a vacuum (200  mbar) for 20  min. In a 
final step, the samples are transferred into the pre-filled 
embedding blocks. Samples should be positioned at the 
tip of the embedding blocks using micro dissecting nee-
dles (Fig. 8a). The embedding blocks, including the sam-
ples, are then incubated for 48 h at 60 °C for final polymer-
isation. The viscosity of the embedding medium decreases 
right before polymerisation, so we recommend checking 
the position of the samples after 15  min and eventually 
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correct the position using micro dissecting needles. The 
hardened embedding blocks should cool down for at least 
30 min before further use.

Sectioning Before sectioning, thoroughly clean the 
microscope slides so that the sections will adhere with-
out any folds. To that end, the adhesion microscope slides 
should be immersed in 96% ethanol (or a 9:1 mixture with 

25% ammonia [84]) in cuvettes for 3 days, briefly rinsed 
with distilled water, and immersed in distilled water for at 
least 1 day until further use. Transfer the microscope slide 
onto a heating plate at 60 °C until all water has evaporated 
(about 30 min). Alternatively, the glass slides may also be 
used in a wet state directly for section uptake. The follow-
ing descriptions are based on experiences with a rotary 
microtome (e.g., HM355 by Thermo Fisher Scientific). 
The hardened embedding block should be trimmed with a 
razor blade into a trapezoid, creating a truncated 45° pyra-
mid with the specimen close to front face (Fig. 8b, c). For 
linking sections into serial bands, the upper side of the 
trimmed block needs to be sealed with a 1:1 mixture of 
superglue and xylene (for discussion of different glues see 
[84]). After preparation of the embedding blocks, the sec-
tioning knife (e.g., Histo Jumbo diamond knives by DIA-
TOME) should be carefully cleaned with ethanol (96%) 
and the collecting basin needs to be filled with distilled 
water. In a first sectioning step, the samples are trimmed 
roughly (“quick & thick”, e.g., sectioning thickness: 15 μm; 
sectioning speed: 10 units in our device-specific setting), 
and trimming needs to be stopped before the embedded 
sample is reached by the knife. For semi-thin sectioning, 
the process needs to be slowed down (sectioning speed: 5 
units), and sectioning thickness should be reduced (sec-
tioning thickness: 1–1.5 μm). The single sections should 
stick together in a band due to the one-sided sealing with 
superglue [84]. The length of the section bands depends 
on the operator’s experience and sample size, but should 
not be longer than 15 attached sections as the sections 
unfold (and thus expand a little) when drying on the heat-
ing plate. The section band needs to be lifted carefully 
from the knife and left floating within the water bath. 
Afterwards, the microscope slide needs to get immersed 
carefully into the water bath. The microscope slides 
should be moved carefully underneath the section bands 
and carefully lifted out of the water. When immersing the 
microscope slides underneath the section chain, it is use-
ful to reduce the surface tension of the water bath by plac-
ing a pipette crosswise in front of the microscope slide 
(Fig. 6d).

Staining and  mounting The staining after Holländer 
and Vaaland [92] (1% phenylenediamine in methanol-
isopropanol) strongly stains nervous tissues. Moreover, 
it has been shown that phenylenediamine also stains 
nucleoli and cytoplasm of other cell types as well, and 
therefore allows visualisation of several types of tis-
sues within a crustacean larva (Fig.  7). In this method, 
it is likely that the formation of highly stained oxidation 
products by phenylenediamine in combination with the 
reduction of tissue-bound osmium plays an important 
role [92]. As osmium tetroxide (from the post-fixation 

Fig. 7 Frontal semithin sections of a Megalopa of Carcinus maenas 
(stained according to Holländer and Vaaland 1968, [22, 92]) illustrating 
the resolution of semi-thin sectioning (F. Spitzner, unpublished; 
see section "Description of method: plastic embedding, semithin 
sectioning, and staining with Toluidine Blue and staining according 
to Holländer and Vaaland" for details). Note that the cuticle (CU) and 
epidermis are detached (double arrow) due to poor fixation. To avoid 
such artefacts, adding up to 9% non-electrolytes helps to adjust 
the osmolarity of the fixative and therefore avoid volume changes 
of tissue. a Overview section showing the median portion of the 
pyloric stomach (PS) laterally flanked by the lobes of the digestive 
gland (DG). b Section through lobes of the digestive gland showing 
epithelium with the F-, R-, and B-cells surrounding the lumen (LU). 
c Section showing the median brain with the deutocerebrum (DC) 
and the dorsally positioned stomatogastric ganglion (STG). The 
deutocerebrum is characterised by the spherical olfactory lobes (OLs), 
and the neuropil of which is surrounded by neuronal somata (SO). 
AA: anterior aorta, B: blister-like cell, F: fibrillary cell, HG: hindgut, MA: 
mandibular adductor musculature, PS: pyloric stomach, R: resorptive 
cell, VNC: ventral nerve cord
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Fig. 8 Semithin sectioning using the rotary microtome (images F. Spitzner; see section "Description of method: plastic embedding, semithin 
sectioning, and staining with Toluidine Blue and staining according to Holländer and Vaaland" for details). a Sample of a Zoea I of Carcinus maenas 
embedded in Araldite® (black circle). b Clamped embedding block before trimming. c Clamped embedding block after trimming into trapezoid 
shape to reduce cutting surface and duration of sectioning. d Lifting the section chain out of the water bath. It is useful to reduce the surface 
tension of the water bath by placing a pipette crosswise in front of the microscope slide when carefully immersing the microscope slide into the 
water bath (see section "Description of method: plastic embedding, semithin sectioning, and staining with Toluidine Blue and staining according to 
Holländer and Vaaland" for details)
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process) only stains unsaturated lipids, while phenyldi-
amine does not stain lipids, it could be shown that the 
combination of both reagents results in enhanced stain-
ing of unsaturated lipids and some staining of saturated 
lipids [93]. The following steps should be carried out 
under the fume hood due to the high toxicity of the rea-
gents. The microscope slides with the semi-thin sections 
should be incubated in the staining solution for ca. 14 h. 

Afterwards, the microscope slides need to be taken out of 
the staining solution and washed three times for 20 min 
each with iso-propanol. The microscope slides need to be 
rinsed for another 3 × 5 min with distilled water and dried 
afterwards on a hot plate. As an alternative to the stain 
presented above, good results were also achieved using 
Toluidine blue (1% Toluidine blue, 0.25% Pyronin G in a 
solution of 1% sodium tetraborate, [94]). Note however, 

Fig. 9 3D-reconstruction from serial semithin sections; Zoea 1 of Hippolyte inermis (modified from [167]). a Six sections as examples from a series of 
transversal semithin section series. The dotted lines indicate the neuropil borders used for the 3D-reconstruction in b, and c). b 3D-reconstruction 
of median protocerebrum, visual neuropils and brain surface (transparent) in frontal view. c Central nervous system with neuromeres, surface 
(transparent), and segmental nerves. Surface renderings were made in Amira 5.2.0. Colours: transparent red—surface of protocerebrum, 
transparent green—surface of deutocerebrum and tritocerebrum, transparent blue—surface of suboesophageal and pereion ganglia, red—retina 
of compound eye, yellow—visual neuropils, orange—median protocerebral neuropils, light green—neuropils of deutocerebrum, dark green—
neuropils of tritocerebrum, blue—neuropils of suboesophageal and pereion ganglia
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that in all available stains for plastic embedded tissues are 
suitable for larvae also (reviewed in [67, 72, 85]) and we 
describe only those stains with which we have hands-on 
experience. Both staining solutions described here should 
be prepared at least 24 h before use to ensure that all crys-
tals are dissolved. Toluidine blue, also known as tolonium 
chloride, is a dye with a high affinity for acidic tissue com-
ponents and organelles rich in DNA and RNA such as, 
e.g., the cell nucleus [95]. This stain is a fast technique 
since the sections need to be covered with the staining 
solution only for a few seconds (ca. 30  s at room tem-
perature). For both staining techniques, it is advisable to 
check the results in between as these stainings are nearly 
irreversible and overstaining makes it difficult to analyse 
sections due to dark sepia or blue tones. After staining, 
the microscope slides should be rinsed several times with 
distilled water until no more dye bleeds into the washing 
medium, and finally dried on a heating plate (60  °C) for 

approximately 30 min. The final step before microscopy is 
mounting the coverslips on the microscope slides to pro-
tect the sections. We recommend using Roti®-Histokitt II 
to cover-slip the specimens. Three small droplets should 
be put on each microscope slide, covered slowly with cov-
erslips (avoiding bubbles), and left to dry for 24 h at room 
temperature.

Description of the method: ultrathin sectioning 
and transmission electron microscopy
Plastic embedding The dissection and fixation of the 
specimens for TEM while cooling the samples on ice are 
described in the companion paper [8] and briefly sum-
marised in the introduction to Sect.  2 of this contribu-
tion. The next step, in traditional protocols, is dehydrating 
the specimens in a graded series of 30%, 50%, 70%, 90%, 
and 96% ethanol followed by 100% isopropanol, 100% 

Fig. 10 Transmission electron microscopic images of serial ultrathin transversal sections (see section "Description of method: ultrathin sectioning 
and transmission electron microscopy" for details) through a triplet of sensilla (1–3), each comprising two sensory cells and their dendrites (D1, D2), 
on the molar process of the mandible of larval Palaemon elegans revealing cellular ultrastructures indicative of the architecture and function of the 
sensilla (modified from [77]), a: distal dendrites near sockets of setae. b–d Transversal sections at different levels from distal (b) to proximal (d). c 
Dendrite with 9 × 2 & 0 pattern of microtubules and A-tubulus with arms. Abbreviations: DS: dendrite sheath, EC 1, EC2: enveloping cells 1, 2, RLC: 
receptor lymph cavity, Sc: scolopale
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propylene oxide, and then a mix of propylene oxide and 
resin [73, 96]. In many labs, however, this procedure was 
replaced by a graded acetone series, because acetone is a 
good solvent for epoxy resin. In addition, 100% acetone 
needed for the last dehydration steps can be kept free of 
water quite easily on granular calcium chloride. A feasible 
dehydration protocol would thus be 30%, 50%, 70%, 90%, 
100% acetone for 10 min each, and then 3 times 20 min 
dried pure acetone. At the 70% acetone step, the speci-
men vial should be taken from the ice bath and exposed to 
room temperature, avoiding surrounding water, because 
otherwise there is a risk of accidental rehydration of the 
specimens. Afterwards, the specimens are incubated in 
a 1:1 mix of acetone and resin for 30  min to 2  h maxi-
mum, and then in the pure resin. This step can last over-
night, but after a few hours, the lids of the vials should be 
removed to allow the acetone to evaporate. After that, the 
specimens are placed in fresh unused resin into embed-
ding forms and oriented according to the desired section-
ing angles. Some typical accessories for carrying out these 
and the following steps are shown in Fig. 11.

Osmium tetroxide, and cacodylate buffer, as well as 
aldehydes and the resin components, are very poisonous 
and have to be handled according to strict safety rules. 
Hence, the use of gloves and eye cover when prepar-
ing the solutions is essential. Always leave the solutions 

under a fume hood, and if possible, use a special “prep-
aration hood” where also the dissecting microscope is 
placed.

Preparing the epoxy resin needs some preliminary 
considerations, since resins of different hardness can be 
obtained depending on the proportion of the resin’s com-
ponents. In most epoxy resins (Epon, Araldite®, Glyci-
dether 100, etc.), there is a soft component and a harder 
one. Hence, it is possible to prepare resins whose hard-
ness matches the needs of the specimens to study. After 
the two resin components are mixed together, the accel-
erator/activator is stirred in according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions. For soft specimens, medium to soft 
resin is suggested, for hard ones (e.g., those containing 
hard arthropod cuticle), a harder resin is recommended.

Once the specimens are placed in resin into the embed-
ding form, they are heated in an incubator or heat-
ing cabinet at 40  °C. Initially, the resin becomes more 
fluid due to the rise in temperature which can improve 
its infiltration. After about an hour, before the resin 
becomes waxy, there is still opportunity to improve the 
specimens’ orientation within the embedding form, if 
necessary. After that, the specimens are put back into the 
oven and the temperature is increased to 60 °C overnight 
so that the resin polymerises completely. After remov-
ing the specimens from the incubator, they should be left 

Fig. 11 Equipment for ultrathin sectioning (image R. Melzer; see section "Description of method: ultrathin sectioning and transmission electron 
microscopy" for details). a Accessories for trimming: specimen holder socket, razor blades, vial with plastic-embedded specimens, specimen holder 
with trimmed specimen. b Tools for sectioning and fishing sections from the knife’s water bath. Forceps with bent tips for grid handling, diamond 
knife for ultrathin sections, filter paper tips for drying grids, tooth sticks with eyelashes glued onto tips, sharpened pieces of elder marrow for 
cleaning of diamond knife, grid holder, Petri dish with formvar-coated copper slit grids for serial ultrathin sections. c Syringe with microfilter for the 
various steps during sectioning that require absolutely clean double-distilled water
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in the embedding form until they have cooled down to 
room temperature. Fresh from the incubator, they are 
still quite soft and flexible but at room temperature, they 
will become hard. An alternative to this basic technique 
is vacuum embedding [97], a technique which is often 
successful in specimens that prove difficult to be embed-
ded using the standard protocol.

Sectioning Trimming, sectioning, and staining are in 
principle quite similar to semithin sectioning as described 
above (Fig. 8). Nevertheless, some specific tricks and tech-
niques to obtain good ultrathin sections will be described 
in the following (see also Fig.  11). An ultramicrotome 
(e.g., Leica Microsystems) instead of a simple rotation 
microtome is needed and a diamond knife for ultrathin 
sections (e.g., DIATOME®) is strongly suggested instead 
of glass knives. With a diamond ultrathin knife, good sec-
tions can be made as a standard.

In the following, we refer here to some aspects which 
in our experience are crucial for a successful ultrathin 
sectioning and subsequent TEM analysis. As suggested 
in the previous section about semithin sections, the trim-
ming (with a razor blade) should create a truncated 45° 
pyramid with the specimen close to the front face hav-
ing the shape of a trapezoid. In small arthropods, such 
as larvae, it is usually better not to trim up to the speci-
men but leave a little resin edge around. It is important 
that the two parallel edges of the trapezoid, which will 
become the upper and the lower edge of the sections, are 
perfectly parallel to get straight ribbons of ultrathin sec-
tions instead of spiral-shaped ribbons. It is important to 
practice adjusting the block in reference to the diamond 
knife. It needs much experience to operate the microme-
tre screws for adjusting the block and the knife in com-
bination with the upper and lower illumination devices 
of the microtome. This allows to precisely adjust all three 
angles using the “shadow line” between block and knife to 
allow for effective sectioning. With a well-trimmed block 
and a good knife, sectioning of very good ultrathin sec-
tions is not as difficult as beginners often think. For high 
resolution, the sections should be really thin, of grey or 
silver interference colour (40–70 nm). For relatively low 
resolution, sections of golden interference (70–90  nm) 
are sufficient. In ultrathin sectioning, silver sections are, 
therefore, more of a gold standard than gold sections. As 
in semithin sectioning, another essential issue is “fishing” 
the sections from the water bath attached to the knife and 
transferring them to the grids in perfect orientation. This 
can be done from above or below—resulting in mirror-
symmetrical pictures in the TEM—with the help of form-
var coated copper “slit” grids and a clean eyelash glued 
to a tooth stick, a basic tool of the ultramicrotomist. It 
can be used to split ribbons of sections into handy pieces 

and to orientate the sections along the grid edge. Another 
important trick is to stretch the sections with a little bit 
of chloroform vapour emitted by a piece of moist filter 
paper held close to the grid but not touching it. One more 
parameter is essential for the entire procedure, the sec-
tioning angle, usually indicated for each diamond knife in 
the manufacturer’s instructions. However, on some occa-
sions, this angle should be slightly adjusted. If the section 
thickness is not homogenous within a ribbon of sections, 
increase the angle; if there are fissures or cracks within 
the sections, decrease the angle.

Additional comments
Despite its long history and numerous competing tech-
nical approaches, classical histology is still a commonly 
used method to investigate organisms’ cells and tissues. 
While histological (paraffin) sectioning is a fast and fairly 
simple approach to analyse organs of interest, higher-res-
olution methods, such as semi-thin and eventually ultra-
thin sectioning provide additional insights into cells and 
tissues of organisms only a few millimetres in size such 
as crustacean larvae (Figs.  6, 7, 10). Another advantage 
of classical histology is the long-term stability of the fin-
ished samples. When stored correctly (dark, cool, dry), 
the sections (as well as the embedded blocks) can last for 
decades. Nevertheless, classical histology is technically 
challenging, and a highly invasive method as it leads to 
alteration and destruction of the specimen. For instance, 
paraffin embedding is not suitable for extremely hard 
samples, such as strongly calcifying organisms, where 
due to softer paraffin, samples usually break during the 
sectioning process. Furthermore, this procedure is prone 
to artefacts such as section loss, distortion, and stain-
ing artefacts. In addition, classical histology is time and 
labour consuming, as well as costly because expensive 
microtomes and microscopes are needed (see Table  1). 
Compared to light microscopy-based histology, a TEM 
analysis requires more work and time, but the higher 
resolution power from the TEM pays off when results 
about minute structures and cellular ultrastructures are 
needed.

Overall, to date (and not only limited to samples of 
invertebrates), the combination of histological section-
ing, staining, and microscopic assessment of 2D sections, 
is still the gold standard for structural and composi-
tional analysis of biological tissues [98]. Serial sections 
are excellent starting material for 3D reconstructions 
of selected organ systems such as the nervous system 
(Fig. 9). In a broader perspective, it has been shown that 
the combination of multiple analytical methods with 
classical histology might be the most effective approach 
to gain a holistic insight into the anatomy of invertebrate 
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organisms (e.g., [22, 23, 98, 99]) because single methods 
sometimes cannot fulfill all requirements. Neverthe-
less, the selection and combination of methods depends 
on the objective and certain species characteristics and 
therefore, should be chosen with care.

X‑ray microscopy (µCT)
Introduction
The application of X-ray microscopy (µCT) to soft tis-
sues has now become a standard in imaging techniques 
(Figs. 12, 13). In the field of anatomy, µCT has been dem-
onstrated to be a useful analytical tool applied in a rap-
idly growing variety of metazoan taxa, such as cnidarians 
[100], plathelminths [101], nematomorphs [99], nema-
todes [102], polychaetes [103, 104], molluscs [98, 105], 
echinoderms [106, 107] as well as arthropods [108–113]. 
Modern, lab-based µCT-scanners deliver high resolu-
tion allowing the investigation of tiny specimens with 
body sizes of free-living crustacean larvae ranging from 
75–195  µm in Tantulocarida [114], the smallest arthro-
pods in the world, up to 5 cm in length, e.g., in Stomatop-
oda [115]. Since it is a non-destructive method allowing 
to investigate intact specimens as a whole (reviews [109, 
116]) as well as in the anatomical context (Figs.12, 13), 
X-ray microscopy opens up numerous opportunities for 
correlative microscopic workflows such as the combina-
tion with serial block-face imaging [117], scanning- or 
transmission electron microscopy [118], including his-
tological sectioning for light microscopy [98, 118], or the 
combination with magnetic resonance tomography [119] 
of one and the same specimen.

Description of the method
In general, imaging of biological samples based on µCT 
results from different absorption coefficients of tissues 
and of how X-ray radiation is absorbed by these samples. 
Thus, X-ray absorption is dependent on the atomic num-
ber based on the tissues’ biochemical composition [120]. 
The best results in terms of resolution, reduced scanning 
time, and contrast can be achieved by scanning samples 
that were previously fixed, contrast-enhanced and criti-
cal point dried. For a better resolution of integumentary 
structures, dried specimens can be additionally coated 
analogous to the sample preparation (sputter coating) for 
scanning electron microscopy [121].

Here, we briefly summarise methodological steps of 
the sample preparation for a workflow enabling a con-
secutive immunohistochemical and/or histological 
investigation (for further details of other possible tissue 
preparations see our extensive manual on µCT in deca-
pod larvae [122]). First of all, the larvae need to be prop-
erly fixed. Note that the choice of fixative has an effect 
on tissue preservation as well as the choice of agents for 

contrast-enhancement. Bouin’s solution or 4% paraform-
aldehyde (PFA) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) or 
seawater have turned out to be useful fixatives that allow 
immunohistochemical labelling after µCT-scanning (see 
companion paper [8]). After a proper fixation for at least 
two hours at room temperature, the tissues need to be 
post-fixed in Dent’s fixative (20% DMSO in methanol) 
and further dehydrated in two graded steps up to 100% 
methanol. At this stage, larvae can be stored at − 20 °C. 
Note that fixation with methanol disrupts or denatures 
binding sites of some epitopes in tissues to some extent 
(e.g., of F-actin resulting in a limited detectability by, e.g., 
phalloidin conjugated with fluorescent dyes). Ethanol or 
isopropanol represent an alternative to methanol. How-
ever, depending on the scientific question, any of the 
subsequently used staining agents need to be carefully 
checked in advance for their compatibility with metha-
nol-fixed tissues. After dehydration and before scanning, 
the tissues should be incubated in 2% iodine in metha-
nol for contrast-enhancement for at least 24  h at room 
temperature. After two to three washing steps using pure 
methanol, the larvae can be directly scanned ideally in 
sealable plastic chambers filled with fresh methanol (for 
further details on mounting of samples, see [122]). After 
successful scanning, the sample needs to be rehydrated 
in a decreasing series of methanol in TRIS-buffer and 
finally be washed in several changes of PBS-TX (0.3% 
Triton X-100 in 0.1  M PBS) to remove any reminiscent 
iodine from the tissue. After washing, the tissues are 
ready for any further processing for histological section-
ing followed by immunohistochemical or histochemical 
treatments.

Additional comments
The main advantage of X-ray microscopy is that it is a 
virtually non-destructive method allowing to inves-
tigate intact specimens as a whole. Furthermore, this 
technique provides a high resolution even to the cellu-
lar level in well-fixed and contrasted specimens. Finally, 
X-ray microscopy opens up numerous opportunities 
for correlative microscopic workflows of one and the 
same specimen. For example, we established workflows 
allowing for combining µCT with consecutive immuno-
histochemical (see next chapter) or histochemical label-
ling of the same specimen, and also combining µCT of 
Cobalt-filled axonal projections with subsequent sec-
tioning [123]. This way, general information on the spa-
tial relationships of the whole internal anatomy can be 
assembled before using other destructive techniques 
such as histological sectioning. In other words, the col-
lection of µCT-based datasets can be considered as an 
anatomical backup and is therefore also used for tax-
onomy in zoological museums or collections for digital 
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preservation of type material being referred to as cyber-
types [110, 124, 125]. For the study of type material, the 
undesirable brown staining of specimens due to the use 
of agents for contrast enhancement such as 2% iodine 
in ethanol is fortunately reversible. These agents can 
be completely removed after enduring (several days) 
of washing in several changes of fresh volumes of pure 
ethanol (Fig.  14) before transferring the samples back 
to 70% ethanol as often used in collections. Since µCT-
imaging is a less-destructive method, it is one of the 
few techniques enabling scientists to have a look into 
the inside of, for instance, rare fossil specimens such as 
amber inclusions of, e.g., insect larvae (e.g., [126, 127]) 
or Cambrian arthropods [128]. A re-investigation by 
applying µCT of already described fossil crustacean 
larvae [129–131] would thus be feasible. Here, nature 
already embedded the samples millions of years ago.

Another advantage is that µCT produces isomet-
ric data which are favourably useful for morphometric 
approaches in contrast to anisometric imaging such as, 
e.g., microscopy of serial sections or confocal laser scan-
ning microscopy where z-axially refractive mismatches 
can occur [111, 132]. Some possibilities to visualise these 
data sets are exemplified in Fig. 12. One of the most com-
monly used analytical processing is to generate 3D recon-
structions of selected organs or tissues (Figs. 12, 13); and 
see Table  2). In principle, 3D reconstructions can also 
be generated from microscopic images based on sec-
tion series (Fig. 9). However, image stacks based on µCT 
provide isometric datasets meaning that the pixel-size 
equals in all three dimensions (depending on the scan-
ning-settings and magnification). Furthermore, artefacts 
only occur due to chemical fixation, drying of samples, 
or scanning. In contrast, image series generated from 
sections often suffer from more artefacts and need to be 
aligned before they can be used for 3D reconstruction. 
In addition, these datasets are anisometric which means 
that the pixel-size especially of the z-axis is ultimately 
dependent on the physical section thickness, or if gen-
erated using a confocal laser scanning microscope, the 
pixel sizes have to be manually corrected due to possible 
refractive mismatches caused by the immersion media.

Because µCT-imaging is, to put it simply, based on dif-
ferences in tissue densities, it is less specific than, e.g., 
techniques using histological staining or antisera raised 
against a variety of antigens. The major disadvantage is 
of course that the acquisition, as well as the service and 
maintenance of a lab-based µCT-device are quite expen-
sive (see Table  1). What is more, sample preparation 
and µCT, like most other techniques, also have specific 
disadvantages. For delivering good contrast, especially 
soft tissues need to be fixed and incubated in contrast-
enhancing agents in advance which often cause tissue 

modifications such as shrinking (see [111, 122]). How-
ever, by using methanol as outlined above, we obtained 
excellent results for later immunohistochemical labelling 
against anti-synapsin (SYNORF1) in combination with 
histochemical detection of the cell proliferation marker 
EdU previously in  vivo injected (Krieger, unpublished). 
The possibility of combining these techniques makes the 
protocol especially interesting for studying developmen-
tal stages such as larvae. If specimens are not intended to 
be used for additional staining experiments or immuno-
histochemistry, µCT of critical point dried samples deliv-
ers better contrasts as resulting from wet-scanning in, 
e.g., high-grade alcohols [22, 122]. Furthermore, by using 
dried samples, a specimen container becomes redundant 
so that the working distance can be decreased result-
ing in higher resolutions and shorter exposure and thus 
scanning times. However, dried material can be still later 
used for scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

Methods for cellular analyses
Immunohistochemistry
Introduction
Classical histological techniques provide insights into 
the general organisation of tissues and organs. By using 
primary antibodies that bind to specific cellular antigens, 
immunohistochemistry allows to selectively label a broad 
range of cellular components ranging from signalling 
molecules across elements of the cytoskeleton, across 
macromolecules such as channels or transport proteins 
to organelles such as mitochondria [133, 134]. One major 
strength of this technique is that in double or triple label-
ling experiments, primary antisera from different host 
species (e.g., rat, mouse, and rabbit) can be combined to 
label multiple antigens (Fig. 15). 

Choosing suitable primary antibodies, according to 
the question, is an essential first step when designing an 
experiment. In general, the antibody toolbox of devel-
opmental biologists working with non-genetic model 
organisms is much smaller than that available, e.g., for the 
study of D. melanogaster, C. elegans or vertebrate model 
species. Considering aspects of both cross reactivity and 
specificity is an important issue when using antisera that 
were not raised against crustacean antigens so that iden-
tifying antisera that specifically bind in crustacean tissues 
may be a challenge. Therefore, suitable control experi-
ments to test the specificity of the antisera is an essential 
measure to evaluate the results and often is a prerequi-
site for publishing the results [133, 134]. For those new to 
the trade, we recommend to start using antisera against 
antigens which are highly conserved in an evolutionary 
sense such as elements of the cytoskeleton. The Devel-
opmental Hybridoma Bank Iowa (DSHB) is a valuable 
source for such reagents. For any new antiserum you 
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work with, you should conduct a pilot experiment to find 
a suitable dilution (1:10, 1:100, 1:1,000, 1:10,000 etc.). If 
your signal-background ratio is unsatisfactory, decrease 
the concentration of the primary antisera to reduce 
unspecific background. Considering decapod crustacean 
larvae, one focus of research are ontogenetic aspects of 
osmoregulation (references in Table 1 of the companion 
paper [8]). Immunolocalisation of ion pumps such as the 
sodium–potassium ATPase in tissues specialised for ion 
transport is an essential method in these studies. Immu-
nohistochemistry against neurotransmitters, neuromod-
ulators and neurohormones is another research focus in 
decapod larvae involving immunohistochemistry. This 
technique has been widely used to analyse the matura-
tion of neurons in the emerging brain in several crusta-
cean species especially with respect to the maturation of 
the X-organ/sinus gland complex (references in Table  1 
of the companion paper [8]). More than in larvae, immu-
nohistochemistry has been instrumental in analyses of 
early embryogenesis in decapod crustaceans as summa-
rised in a number of recent reviews [1, 2, 4–7]. The con-
tribution by Harzsch and Viertel [3] provides a number 
of additional tips and tricks for immunohistochemistry 
in crayfish embryos which are relevant for working with 
other decapod larvae, too.

In immunohistochemical experiments, the penetra-
tion of large molecules such as antibodies into the tis-
sue to reach their target antigens is an essential process. 
Dissected tissues from adult specimens can be cut to 
histological sections to achieve a good penetration by 
reagents, by for example using a vibratome. For deca-
pod larvae, the manual dissection to remove individual 
organs such as the central nervous system or midgut 
gland with fine forceps may be a superior method for tis-
sue preparation, a challenging process that needs much 
patience, practice, and manual skills. The dissected tis-
sues can then be processed as whole mounts which is 
advantageous because the 3D organisation of the organs 
is preserved thus facilitating the microscopic analysis of 
the specimens. Nevertheless, immunohistochemistry 
has also successfully been used on histological sections 
of larvae [135, 136]. To summarise, apart from choosing 
suitable primary antisera, a solid strategy for tissue prep-
aration is essential when envisaging immunohistochemi-
cal experiments.

The primary antisera are visualised by secondary anti-
sera conjugated to certain detection systems [133, 134]. 
In the 1980s and 1990s, secondary antisera conjugated 
to enzymes were most popular. These enzymes were the 
key to a chromogenic reaction which catalysed the poly-
merisation of a dye as a marker for the primary reagents 
within the tissue. Such preparations could be viewed by 
bright field microscopy and were then open to analyses 

by an acute observer and drawing with a camera lucida 
apparatus [137, 138]. As an example, Fig. 16 shows draw-
ings of neuronal elements in the central nervous system 
of Zoea 1 and 2 of Hyas araneus that were immunola-
belled with an antiserum against the neuropeptide FMR-
Famide. This study revealed a rapid maturation of the 
neurons expressing this peptide from one stage to the 
next, especially in the ventral nerve cord [138]. For the 
last 15  years or so, fluorescent dyes have been the pri-
mary choice as conjugates for secondary detection rea-
gents. Secondary antisera conjugated to fluorochromes 
are essential for double or triple labelling experiments 
(Fig. 15). However, such preparations cannot be imaged 
by bright field microscopy but need more expensive fluo-
rescent microscopes for analysis. Confocal laser scan-
ning microscopy today is the state-of-the-art method to 
analyse immunohistochemical preparations, an imaging 
technique which allows to explore the third dimension of 
whole mount tissues by recording Z-stacks of optical sec-
tions. The potential of light sheet microscopy to visualize 
the larval morphology still needs to be explored.

Description of the method
The first step in any immunohistochemical protocol is a 
chemical fixation of the larvae (see companion paper [8]). 
A typical protocol involves immersion in 4% paraformal-
dehyde (PFA) in PBS (0.1  M phosphate- buffered saline 
pH 7.4) for 4  h at room temperature. To allow a rapid 
penetration of the fixative, it is recommended to cut off 
some of the larval appendages such as spines or limbs 
as long as these are not the target organs (see compan-
ion paper [8]). The choice of the fixative and fixation time 
depends on the antiserum you plan to use and fixatives 
other than PFA may be more appropriate [3]. The chemi-
cal nature of the antigen that was used to immunise the 
host animals for generating the antiserum is an essential 
parameter to know to adjust the fixation protocol, a piece 
of information that is included in the manufacturer’s 
product sheets that come with the antisera. Because the 
most essential step in immunohistochemistry is a strong 
and selective binding of the primary antibody to its anti-
gen, we recommend reading some background infor-
mation on the biochemical principles of fixation using 
available text-books to gain background knowledge of the 
biochemistry of this process (e.g., [133, 134]).

Wash dissected organs in a fresh dish (i.e. it has not 
been previously in contact with fixative) in six steps of 
PBS for at least 2–4  h at room temperature under gen-
tle agitation on an orbital shaker to remove the chemi-
cal fixative. You may pause your experiment at the end 
of the day by leaving the specimens in PBS overnight. In 
this case, store the dish at 4  °C, and in the last washing 
step, add 0.02% sodium-azide. Sodium azide is extremely 
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toxic and serves as an antibiotic to avoid contaminating 
bacteria growing as you process your samples. Use a dis-
secting microscope when changing buffers. Figure  17d 
shows some additional tools such as pipettes with drawn 
out tips and containers recommended for the following 
steps (see also [3]). Place the transparent dishes on black 

cardboard to improve visibility of the transparent tissues 
and use illumination from above. When exchanging the 
PBS, carefully replace the fluid (but not the target tissues) 
with a fresh volume of buffer. Cover the well plates with 
Parafilm® during the washing steps.

Fig. 12 Visualisations of malacostracan developmental stages based on µCT (all images J. Krieger, unpublished; see section "X-ray microscopy 
(µCT)" for details). a Based on a µCT-dataset of a Zoea II of Carcinus maenas, the outer surface (here, virtually sliced along the midline in grey) can 
be visualised (“Isosurface“-module in Amira®; compare Table 2) in addition to a volume rendering (“Volren-module“ in Amira®) showing internal 
elements of the musculature, stomach as well as the compound eye (orange colourmap). b Two-dimensional virtual slice through that larva along 
the dorso-ventral body-axis as indicated by the dashed line in a). Note that the space between cuticle and internal elements is an artefact resulting 
from tissue shrinking due to chemical fixation. Differences in the tissue densities, however, allow the discrimination for manual segmentation of 
desired organs based on the resulting different greyscales. c µCT-scanned female of the amphipod Caprella mutica (“Volume-rendering“ in grey) 
and 21 post-larvae (Manca-stage) located inside the marsupium (“Volume-rendering“ in orange based on the manual segmentation of the interior 
marsupial cavity (in higher magnification in c1). d, d1, d2: one post-larva (orange) was randomly selected and manually segmentated and also its 
nervous system reconstructed (green in d and d1). Using manual segmentation, a single juvenile can be either highlighted among its 20 siblings 
(d), or visualised as isolated individual for detailed anatomical analysis (d1 and d2)
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Next, preincubate tissues in PBS-TX (0.1 M PBS, 0.3% 
Triton X-100, 1% bovine serum albumin, 0.02% sodium 
azide) for one hour at room temperature with gentle agi-
tation. Triton X-100 serves as a detergent and increases 
the permeability of the tissue. The bovine serum albu-
min in this reagent is supposed to cover the tissues with 
a coat of loosely bound protein. This cover is supposed 
to reduce the binding of unspecific antibodies in the next 
step (when using polyclonal antisera). After the prein-
cubation step, immerse tissues overnight in primary 
antibody in PBS–TX at room temperature. For double 
labelling experiments, incubate in a cocktail of both pri-
mary antisera. The concentration of the primary antibody 
is an essential parameter and must be determined in pilot 
experiments. We recommend incubation overnight but 
longer periods are possible depending on the samples. 
Cover the dish with Parafilm to avoid contamination and 
evaporation of the liquid. Refer to [3] for more instruc-
tions on this step. Subsequently, wash the samples for at 
least 2 h in several changes of PBS at room temperature 
and gentle agitation.

Next, incubate in secondary antisera (diluted in PBS at 
the manufacturer`s recommendations) for 2–4 h at room 
temperature. Too high concentrations of the secondary 
antisera may increase background labelling. In double 
labelling experiments, incubation must be carried out in 
a cocktail of the secondary antisera, for example, anti-
mouse Alexa Fluor 488® plus anti-rabbit Cy3 second-
ary antisera. As a third label, a DNA-marker to label cell 
nuclei may be added at this stage to visualise the general 
architecture of the tissues (see section "Specific markers 
for cell nuclei").

Wash the tissues thoroughly for at least 2 h in several 
changes of PBS at room temperature. Longer washing 
steps help to reduce background labelling. For mounting 
the specimens on slides and cover-slip them, commer-
cial mounting media such as Gelmount®, Vectashield® 
and others are available which frequently contain “anti-
fade” reagents that are supposed to reduce photo bleach-
ing when viewing the preps. For short time preservation, 
plain glycerol can be used, a medium that does not poly-
merise. Mowiol®-Glycerol is another convenient alterna-
tive for mounting specimens.

Additional comments
Because of the availability of hundreds if not thousands 
of commercially available antisera, immunohistochem-
istry potentially is a powerful technique to study devel-
opmental processes in crustaceans. However, working 
with non-model systems means that specificity of the 
reagents is an important issue and that complex con-
trol experiments are essential to show that the chosen 

antisera do label what they should label. What is more, 
the necessary reagents are relatively expensive (see 
Table  1), at least in the line-up of techniques that we 
described here. Although the samples can be visualised 
with conventional fluorescence microscopy, explor-
ing the full potential of this approach requires confo-
cal laser scanning microscopy and hence an expensive 
optical instrument.

Using an in vivo marker for cell proliferation
Introduction
Organogenesis during larval growth is characterised 
by a high level of mitotic cell proliferation. Markers 
for certain phases of the cell cycle are suited to locate 
mitotic cells in the tissues and to analyse the temporal 
dynamics of cell proliferation (Fig.  17). The thymidine 
analogon 5-bromo-2-deoxyuridine (BrdU) is a well-
known S phase-specific marker to analyse neurogenesis 
in adult crustacean brains [139, 140, 140–143]. This 
marker was also applied to study aspects of neurogen-
esis in late crustacean embryos and larvae such as the 
development of the ventral nerve cord [144–146], the 
brain [147–149] and the compound eyes [150–152]. 
Larvae are incubated in  vivo in the labelling reagent 
diluted in sea water for 2–10  h, during which the 
marker is taken up into the organisms where it gets 
incorporated into single-stranded DNA during S-phase 
in all cell nuclei which are cycling during the incuba-
tion period. Therefore, strictly speaking, this is not a 
mitosis marker but a replication marker. After fixation 
of the animals, the marker is visualised by immuno-
histochemistry. Because the marker gets distributed 
across the entire organism, it allows the localisation of 
cycling cell nuclei in all organs of the larvae. Depending 
on how long you incubate the larvae, you may study cell 
cycle dynamics in the target organs. In so-called “pulse-
chase” experiments, larvae are transferred back to nor-
mal seawater after incubation in the marker where they 
continue to develop. By sacrificing cohorts of larvae at 
different time points after the BrdU pulse, additional 
aspects of cell cycle dynamics can be studied.

Description of the method
In vivo labelling For labelling, decapod larvae are incu-
bated in  vivo in the liquid BrdU-labelling reagent RPN 
201 (Sigma-Aldrich, GE Healthcare) diluted with filtered 
seawater (32 PSU) to a final concentration of 0.2 mg/ml 
(after [149]). We determined an incubation period of 6 h 
at a typical rearing temperature of 12–15 °C as ideal for 
labelling cycling cells in the developing brain and ventral 
nerve cord of Carcinus maenas (a brachyuran crab) lar-
vae (Fig. 17). However, studies of other target organs may 
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demand a different pulse length. In order to control for 
circadian effect of cell cycle length in quantitative studies, 
the incubation should always be carried out at the same 
time of the day. Furthermore, we made sure that all indi-

viduals were incubated two days after moulting to avoid 
interference of the moult cycle. After the BrdU pulse, the 
larvae are fixed in 4% PFA (paraformaldehyde) in 0.1 M 
PBS and stored at 4 °C until further processing.

Fig. 13 X-ray microscopy (µCT) of Carcinus maenas larvae (see [22, 122], and section "X-ray microscopy (µCT)" for details). a Zoea IV, single 
horizontal section from μCT analysis, black-white inverted (F. Spitzner, unpublished). b Micro-Computertomograph XRadia MicroXCT-200. c 3D 
reconstructions (Amira) of selected organ systems of C. maenas larvae based on X-ray data (modified from [22]). DG: digestive gland; Eso: (o)
esophagus; Gi: gill, Lu: lumen of digestive gland; MG: midgut; PC: protocerebrum; PS: pyloric stomach; Ros: rostrum
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Immunohistochemical processing Brains and ventral 
nerve cords of all stages are dissected using the tools 
and techniques laid out in the companion paper [8], and 

processed as whole mounts to better visualise the nuclei 
in s-phase in a three-dimensional context. To wash 
out the fixative, the tissues are incubated for at least 

Fig. 14 Argulus foliacaeus stained using a 2% iodine solution for µCT sample preparation to show the gradient of decolouration after several 
washing steps (Hörnig, unpublished; see section "X-ray microscopy (µCT)" for details). a Unstained, b–i Eight washing steps in 99.8% ethanol during 
ca. 23 days in total (cumulative timescale), b after 1 h, c after 6 h, d after 12 h, e after 36 h, f after 3 days, g after 3 days, h after 3 days, i after 12 days. 
All images show the same individual
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3 × 5  min in phosphate- buffered saline (PBS). After-
wards, the samples are incubated in 2 M HCl for 30 min 
to denature the DNA and improve the access of the pri-
mary antibody against BrdU. This is a harsh but essen-
tial step because commercially available nucleases will 
not accomplish the job. Next, the tissues are incubated 
for 1.5  h in PBS-TX (PBS + 0.3% Triton X-100 + 1% 
bovine serum albumine) to further improve antibody 
penetration. This step was followed by incubation in 
the primary antisera for 4 h. In order to visualise mor-
phological landmarks in addition to the s-phase nuclei, 
double labelling experiments can be carried out. For the 
nervous system, immunohistochemistry against gen-
eral cytoskeletal elements such as tubulin can provide a 
good overview of the structure of the developing brain 
(see [3] for more background on this topic). Therefore, 
we combined the incubation in the primary anti-BrdU 
antiserum (rat, 1:1,000) with either an anti-acetylated 
tubulin antibody (mouse, 1:1,000) or anti-tyrosinated 
tubulin antibody (mouse, 1:1,000). After the incubation, 
all tissues are washed in several changes of PBT for 1 h 
and incubated in a cocktail of secondary antibodies con-
jugated to Alexa Fluor 488® (goat, anti-rat, 1:500) and 
Cy3® (goat, anti-mouse, 1:500). As an option, the DNA 
marker HOECHST® 33,342 (Thermo Fisher Scientific; 
H3570) can be used as a nuclear marker as a third label 
to visualise the neuronal cell clusters during this step 
(see section  Immunohistochemistry). Finally, the tis-
sues are washed in several changes of PBT for 3 h. After 
the last wash in PBT, the brains are transferred to a 1:1 
glycerol:PBS mixture for 20  min followed by a further 
60 min incubation in a 4:1 glycerol-PBS mixture. Finally, 
the tissues are mounted in a 4:1 DABCO-glycerol:PBS 
mixture. For tips and tricks concerning mounting small 
items such as dissected brains, see[3]. Whole mount 
brains are scanned using a Leica TCS SP5II confocal 
laser scanning microscope using DPSS (561 nm), diode 
(405 nm) and argon (488 nm) lasers. The software Leica 
Application Suite Advanced Fluorescence (LASAF) is 
used to operate the microscope. The initial evaluation 
of the data can be done using the LASAF Lite software. 
Furthermore, the open source software FIJI [153], is 
recomended to generate maximum projections of sub-
stacks of some Z-stacks (see Table 2). The depth encod-
ings shown in Fig. 17a were created using the "Z code 
stack" plugin for ImageJ.

Additional comments
BrdU-labelling has turned out a robust technique which 
can be used as a tool to analyse cell proliferation from 
crustacean embryos (review [1, 2]) across the larvae to 
adult animals [139, 140, 140–143]. However, when inter-
preting the results of the method presented here it has 

Fig. 15 Immunohistochemical analysis of dissected whole mounts 
of the central nervous system from larvae of Birgus latro (see section 
"Immunohistochemistry" for details). a  Dissected central nervous 
system of a Zoea 4 labelled with an antiserum against synaptic 
proteins to visualise the neuropil areas (T. Kirchhoff, unpublished), 
black–white inverted confocal laser-scan image. b Double labelling 
of a ventral nerve cord of a Zoea 2 to show areas of synaptic neuropil 
(magenta) and FMRFamide-like neuropeptides (green; T. Kirchhoff, 
unpublished). c Confocal laser-scan microscope Leica SP5 (image S. 
Harzsch). MD: neuromere of mandible, MX 1, 2: neuromeres of maxilla 
1 and 2, T1, 8: thoracic neuromeres 1, 8, P1, P5: pleomeres 1, 5
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to be borne in mind that this technique labels DNA syn-
thesis which is not necessarily equivalent to mitosis con-
sidering that cells may replicate their DNA without cell 
division to become polyploid. Other markers for different 
phases of the cell cycle need to be established as tools to 
study organogenesis in crustacean larvae. Another disad-
vantage is that it is difficult to determine which cell type 
the labelled nucleus belongs to. In the nervous system 
for example, we know that in addition to neuronal stem 
cells, also the nuclei of glial cells may replicate as well as 
those of blood vessels in the nervous tissue. This set-back 
can be overcome by long-term pulse-chase experiments 
in which the animals are reared for days or weeks after 
the BrdU pulse until the labelled cells have differenti-
ated. Double labelling experiments with cell type-specific 
markers may then reveal the identity of the cells which 
originated from the cell division while they were pulsed 
with BrdU.

Conclusions and outlook
In this paper, we have provided a survey of methods use-
ful to study morphogenesis and organogenesis in deca-
pod larvae but so far have omitted molecular approaches 
such as in situ hybridisation to localise mRNA. In other 
words, we have given a survey of classical morphological 
approaches resulting in images of structures and stage-
specific shapes both on cellular or organ level. Such 
methods must always serve a scientific question, no 
matter how tempting it might be just to generate attrac-
tive images. Therefore, we recommend to first develop 
a scientific question (some of which were summarised 
in the introduction) and then to select suitable methods 
that help to answer the questions and not the other way 
around. Having said that, the availability of the larvae 
is essential. When studying larvae reared in the lab (see 
companion paper [8]) more sophisticated fixation and 
preparation techniques can be used than in a study of 
rare material in the field or from museums.

Along these lines, newly established methods are not 
an end unto themselves. New methods should not be 
seen as just a tool to repeat something that has already 
been analysed before with a new method to eventually 
generate better images than the older techniques. Rather, 

new techniques should open new research avenues. New 
techniques may provide new insights into processes of 
morphogenesis and—by the comparative approach – 
the evolution of developmental processes, an approach 
which has been called EvoDevo or MorphoEvoDevo for 
many years now. As shown in Table 1, there are methods 
for various budgets, some of which need no more than 
a microscope or stereomicroscope, a staining solution – 
and of course larvae, some will need quite an investment 
before you can apply them, like SEM, TEM, and µCT.

We wish to communicate one handy hint here: watch 
the living animals carefully before you start your experi-
ment. Laboratory cultures as described in the companion 
paper [8] are an ideal starting point for such observations 
as are larvae caught with a plankton net. Larvae, alive, in 
a little aquarium or a rearing bowl, feeding on Artemia 
nauplii, are fascinating creatures. They are tiny—but they 
are able to do so much and so complex is their behaviour. 
Morphologists recommend that a study should always 
begin with observing the living animal, its movement 
back and forth, up and down, its way of feeding, its rest-
ing posture, etc. The more you know about your study 
object, the better the preparation and fixation will be, 
and only after patient observation, you will find the best 
way of placing the larvae under your imaging device. Use 
a little pocket lamp and light a corner of your aquarium. 
If phototactic, the larvae will immediately swim to the 
bright spot as they would also do in the ocean. Put some 
of them in a little vial and study them under the micro-
scope before using any complicated techniques.

We have another important suggestion: play and try 
uncommon things. There is always a way around medio-
cre fixation, poor embedding, shrunken tissues—also for 
non-model organisms. Some of the fixations shown in 
the companion paper [8] have been carried out under the 
simplest field conditions. If necessary, a sugar bag from a 
coffee house at some Mediterranean harbour can be the 
beginning of a series of fixations of different osmolarities 
that produce the high-quality results you are looking for.

A substantial progress in the last two decades has been 
the development of 3D reconstruction methods (Figs.  9, 
13), either based on images taken from serial sections or on 
imaging devices that produce perfectly aligned images per 
se, such as micro-computed X-ray tomography, confocal 

Fig. 16 Immunohistochemical localisation of FMRFamide-like neuropeptides in whole mounts of the central nervous system of zoeal stages of 
Hyas araneus (modified from [138]; see section "Immunohistochemistry" for details). The primary antiserum was visualised with an enzyme-based 
detection system and the preparations analysed with a bright field microscope (Polyvar, Reichert Jung) and drawn using an attached camera-lucida 
apparatus to thoroughly analyse the maturation of single neuronal elements AMC: anterior median cell cluster; APN: anterior protocerebral neuropil; 
CG: commissural ganglion; MD: neuromere of mandible; MX 1, 2: neuromeres of maxilla 1 and 2; T1, 8: thoracic neuromeres 1, 8; P1, P5:  pleomeres 
1, 5; PPN: posterior protocerebral neuropil; O: oesophageal foramen; OC: oesophageal connective; OL: olfactory lobe; POC: postoesophageal 
commissure; TCN: tritocerebral neuropil

(See figure on next page.)
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laser scanning microscopy, light sheet microscopy, and 
also a “Heidelberger Hobel” (serial block-face SEM) or 
“focused ion beam” (FIB-SEM) device in combination with 
a field emission SEM. This has allowed us to study mor-
phologies in their full three-dimensionality as they really 

are, and sometimes also the changes of morphology with 
time, with developmental stages, allowing for 4D analy-
ses. Moreover, we are sure that we are not at the end of 
staining tricks for all kinds of tissues and cells. We have 
shown some, but there are many more, and also some we 
don’t know yet. Hence, try something new, but also use old 
tricks that otherwise would be forgotten. Try, for example, 
methysalicylate, oil of wintergreen, to clear larvae under 
the microscope, and maybe see things you have never been 
able to see before [72, 154]. Then, switch on the epifluores-
cence—wintergreen oil increases the autofluorescence of 
the cuticle in a quite interesting way [155]. Furthermore, 
the latest aqueous tissue clearing methods will surely open 
new avenues to the study of larval morphology [156]. And 
there is much more to try, much more to dig out of almost 
forgotten publications about classical preservation and his-
tological methods, and of publications about other taxa 
that have never been tried with decapod larvae. Good luck!
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